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LOOK! Here's how you

master
electronics.
....the practical way.

This new style course will enable anyone to
have a real understanding of electronics by a
modern, practical and visual method. No
previous knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.
You learn the practical way in easy steps
mastering all the'essentials of your hobby or to
further your career in electronics or as a selfemployed electronics engineer.
All the training can be carried out in the

comfort of your own home and at your own
pace. A tutor is available to whom you can
write, at any time, for advice or help during
your work. A Certificate is given at the end of
every course.

MD.

T

2 Read,
draw and
understand

1 Build an
oscilloscope.
As the first stage of your training, you
actually build your own Cathode ray
oscilloscope! This is no toy, but a test
instrument that you will need not only
for the course's practical experiments, but
also later if you decide to develop your
knowledge and enter the profession. It
remains your property and represents a
very large saving over buying a similar
piece of essential equipment.

5N

circuit diagrams.

In a short time you will be able to
read and draw circuit diagrams, understand the very fundamentals of television,
radio, computors and countless other
electronic devices and their servicing
procedures.

3 Carry otli over

40 experiments
on basic circuits.

We show you how to conduct
experiments on a wide variety of different
circuits and turn the information gained
into a working knowledge of testing,
servicing and maintaining all types of
electronic equipment, radio, t.v etc.

All students enrolling in our courses receive
a free circuit board originating from a
computer and containing many different
components that can be used in experiments
and provide an excellent example of current
electronic practice.
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To find out more about how to learn electronics in d new, exciting and absorbing way, just clip the
coupon for a free colour brochure and full details of enrolment.

British
National Radio & Electronic School
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.
NAME
ADDRESS
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SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT
Add colour or white light to your
Will operate 1, 2 or 3
lamps (maximum 450W). Unit in
box all ready to work. 17'93 plus

amplifier.

MULLARD UNILEX

IT'S FREE

A mains opera:ed 4
4
stereo system. Rated one

Our monthly Advance Advertising Bargains
List gives details of bargains arriving or just
arrived -often bargains which sell out before

of the finest performers
in the stereo field this
',
would make a wonderful gift

95p VAT & Postage.

our advertisement can appear -it's an interest-

for almost any one in easy -to -

assemble modular form and
complete with a pair of
Plessey socakc-s this should sell at about £30. -but

MAINS OPERATED
SOLENOIDS
Model TT2-small but powerful
lin. pull-approx. size 1 j
14

due to a special bulk buy and as an incentive for you to
buy this month we offer the system complete at only
11400 including VAT and postage.

Model 4001

DISTRIBUTION PANELS

LI .00.

pull. Size 21

.'

I4in. 11.50.
Model TTIO-Itin. pull. Size 3
2

24

.

2in. SA 50.

13 amp
Just what you need for work bench or lat. 4
sockets in metal box to take

standard 13 amp fused
plugs and on/off switch with
neon warning light. Supplied complete with 6 feet of

Prices include VAT & postage.

PP3/PP9 REPLACEMENT

flex cable. Wired up ready to work. I:- 75. VAT &
postage 85p.

MAINS UNIT

SHORTWAVE CRYSTAL SET

Japanese made in plastic container
with leads size 2" x 14" x If this

Although this uses no battery it
gives really amazing results. You
will receive an amazing assortment
of stations over the 19. 25. 29. 3i

,

ideal to power a calculator or
radio, it has a full wave rectified
and smoothed output of 9 volts
is

suitable for a loading of up to 100mA

metre

Kit contains

bands.

chassis

front panel and all the parts 11'90
-crystal earphone 55p including

12.53.

VAT and postage.

3 NEW BOOKS BY

Practical Test Equipment describes the theory, the construction, and the operation of 7 instruments for begin-

Famous Satchwell, elegant design. intended
for wall mounting. Will switch up to 20 amps
at mains voltage, covers the range 0 3(r*C.
Special snip this month 12.50. post and VAT

oscillator -AC Bridge -Signal injector and

paid.

ners to make from readily obtainable components:
Transistor Tester -Transistor checker -Square wave

signal

tracer combined in a Multi Checker -Dual range ohm
metre, the final chapter deals with a range of test leads
and give more detailed notes on signal injecting and

MAINS RELAYS

If you purchase the other two you get the

shortwave one free.

ADIO STETHOSCOPE
way to

Easiest

fault find,

traces.

signal from aerial to speaker, when
signal stops you've found the fault.

Use it on Radio. TV, amplifier.
anything. Kit comprises transistors
and parts including probe
tube and twin stetho-set.

ly

have leads over 1" long -the diodes

have approx. 4" leads.
List of the major components is as follows: -17 assorted
transistors -38 assorted diodes -60 assorted resistors
and condensers -4 gold plated plugs in units which can
serve as multipin plugs or as hook up boards for experimental or quickly changed circuits (note we can supply

the socket boards which were made to receive these
units). The price of this four units parcel is LI including
VAT and post (considerably less than value of the
transistor

or

diodes

SPLENDID OFFER.

ment in 3060 etc. £675.

HORTSMAN 16.30.
SMITHS Controller 101100
complete in wall mounting
case 17 SO.

HI Fl RECORD PLAYER
5
watts
per
channel. Russian made
but guaranteed repair-

Stereo

blow. They are rated at I .5 amps (enough for the
average repair bench). Simply wire it in parallel with
your bench switch -you would then use the circuit
breaker to switch bench supply on, but keep your
normal switch for loads over I .5 amps -a real bargain

00 + 8p.
9v -0-9v Mains Transformer. "C" core construction,
amp c )ntinuous rating. Very compact, but there is
at

1

2p.

letters for details.

Rotary Switch. Heavy duty -made for switching d.c.,
these sail, make and break really high .c. currents. We

able. Travel damaged or
test line re ects. in need

guess these at 30 or more amp -we have type (A) cover
engraved on; off. Price L1.00. (B) cover engraved "on".

operated record
deck -mounted in wooden
plinth with super 10 watt
amplifier. ColtrOIS are "on/off", "Tape phone",
"Treble".
"Balance".
"mono stereo",
"Base",
"Volume". We are offering these at price yf record deck
only so are a bargain not to be missed only £6 75p. post
£2 00p. Note cartridge and all spares are available at
low prices.

switch and would be Joined as follows: I to 5 and 6 to 2

of attentio-i. consist of
mains

TANGENTIAL HEATER UNIT
A most efficient and quiet run-

ning blower -heater by Soletron-same type as is fitted

safety

trip -

onto base of say kitchen unit

-price

14 - 95

post

£I.50

control switch to give 2kw.
I kw, cold blow or off available
60p extra.

TERMS: Cash with order -but orders under I6
must add 50p to offset packing etc.

BULK ENQUIRIES INVITED. PHONE: 01-688 1833

FREE
current from 0-10 amps, directly on the 0-10 scale. It's
free if you purchase quickly but if you already own a
mini tester and would like one send LI 50p.

,.BULL

14 gauge (clothes line) wire, you then have a simple but

efficient desk fan. Or if you fit this behind a heating

element, in a box, you have a fan heater. Price of motor
6p.
and fan. 12 SO
32p. Post 50p
Mains Driven Blowers: all have square or oblong outlets
for easy Itting to cabinet or trunking. We have a small

one. outlet size approximately 2' square, made by

34'. Actually it is
made by Smiths, outlet size 3'
simple matter to stand this on a shelf or counter, put

metal case or mount direct

Amps ranges kit enable you to read AC and DC

(A) II '00

Woods. This is a centrifugal type of blower. Price L4 00

a

Continuity and resistance 0-

I to 3 and 2 to 4. Prices:
8p. (B) 11 SO .- 12p.
Motor with Fan Blades, mains operated, nicely made
motor w th long bearing for quiet operation and good
quality set of fan blades, made by Smiths (air moving
division) It is a simple matter to make a stand out of

and in the other position.

motor -long tu-bo fan -split
2 kw heating element and
thermostatic

DC volts 10. 50. 250. 1000
AC volts 10, 50. 250, 1000
DC amps 0-1 mA and 0-100 mA

"high", "off". "low". Six wires can be brought to the

to many famous name heaters

simply connect to the mains
for
immediate heat -mount
in
simple wooden or

1

leads, battery, circuit diagram

ceive, free of charge. a mains operator ni-cad charger
unit. DON'T miss this offer.
Self Repairing Fuses -not exactly; but our magnetic
circuit breakers do the same job and are a boon for
the test bench, saving valuable time. In the event of a
short, they trip almost instantly, before the fuse can

- 20p. Post 60p + 5p. Operation is by coil over one
arm -we do not include the coil, nor do we have any
in stock, but they are promised: watch future News

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

size

and instructions.
islue only 15 '50p - 513p post and

Free Gift: All those who purchase 12 cells, will re-

Multicore Flex Cables: 14 coloured coded cores. rated
at 3 amp, with circular p.v.c. outer -suitable for module
inter -connections etc. 10 meter coil LI '00 + 8p.
Sub-Min.ature Variable Resistor. 500 ohms, p.c.b.
mounting. have had dozens of applications. 10 for 11.00
- 8p.
Vacuum Relay. American made (EIMEC). ref. no. V.S.2
This has a change over action and looks suitable for
aerial switching and similar applications. Price 1.2.30

Randal (illustrated) replace-

Precision moving coil instrument -jewelled bearings -1000
opv-mirrored scale.
I
Instant ranges measure: -

Unhclicsabic
insurance.

be loader up to the full 250 watts. or this wattage can
be spreac over two or more coils. We can recommend
this transformer for heavy duty battery charging -high
power amplifier -plastic sealing -soil heating -light
welding and dozens of other jobs. Price, still only L4 SO
36p. Post LI -50
12p.
Save Yourself A Fortune. Build your own rechargeable
batteries; using our ex -Home Office nickel cadmium
cells -these cells are German made. ref. NCB 22M.
which we understand are amp hour rating. Normally.
these cells retail at about LI '00 each, but a special pur-

Post 209

HEARTS

MINI -MULTI TESTER

150K ohms.
Complete with insulated probes.

out to the tag panel, so they can be separated if required
-also the 10v coils are all a very heavy gauge wire. thick
enough to take 25 amps, so any one of these coils can

former cuickly, then this could be the answer. Price
LI 50 - 12p. Post 20p + 2p.
6 - S.-0-6 Sv Mains Transformer. Continental make.
but has standard 230/40v 50hz primary and is upright
14p.
mounting, and is rated at 0.75A. Price LI 75

- Comprises mains induction
pocket

Spares: for Party Times. Circuit diagrams -50p, Cartridges L2.25, Record mats 85p, Mains transformers
13.00. Amplifiers £2 -SO, Gram motors 13.00.
Ask about any other spares you require -and when you
have it working o.k. we can supply the proper Party
Time speakers. £9 50 a pair. All prices include post
and VAT.
250 watt Mains Transformers -40v secondary, made up
of four 10v sections, all the ends of which are brought

still room to add a few extra turns for an extra winding,
or to change the voltage to, say. 20v. In fact, the transformer uses a separate bobbin for the secondary -its
not varnished so if you want a special voltage trans-

CENTRAL HEATING

alone) DON'T MISS THIS

Amazing, deluxe

one

Start right away.
Order the parts for
this series -send £3
deposit and £2 monthly
for 5 months or £12 cash

Breakdown Parcel -four unused, made

Putor panel, have wire ends of usable
length. The transistors for instance

mounting,

TEACH IN '78

13.95 VAT and postage inc.

for computor units containing most
useful components, and these components unlike those from most com-

chassis

Paid.

Published price 75p our price SOp.
Shortwave Receivers for Beginners after a few pages of
general notes on wave bands, band spreading etc. the

FREE

AC,

volts

fixing. ex unused equipment
60p each, 10 for 15 post and VAT
screw

and uses of 9 projects for beginners, all made from
easily obtainable parts describes construction and
operation of: -Windscreen wiper delay -Electronic
Siren -Drum beat simulator -Lamp dimmer -Light/
Dark operated switch -electronic bird, emotional state
indicator -telephone amplifier -Solar powered radio.

author gives constructional details of a one transistor
radio then a two transistor and finally a multi stage
receiver with band spreading and reaction.
Published price 600 our price 45p.

4

With triple 10 amp changeover contacts -operating coil wound for 230

signal tracing.
Published price 75p our price SOp.
Practical Electronic Projects describes the construction

previous lines.

chase enables us to offer them at only 30p each, or four
for LI 06. Post 30p
3p.

ROOM THERMOSTAT

G. C. DODDS

ing list and it's free -just send S.A.E. Below
are a few of the Bargains still available from

(ELECTRICAL)

LTD

(Dept. EE), 103 TAMWORTH RD.

50p. Post 20p - 3p. We also have a larger unit,

a few paper streamers to the outlet and you start

feeling cooler at once. The motor and blades arc out
46p.
of harms way Inside the casing. Price 1.5 73

Post 80p - 6p.

This Mentb's Special Lighting Snips -camping or
emergency lights, all made up ready to join to your

12v car oattery. Two models, -2l" 13w. Price 13.00
-24p. Post 609

Post 50p r 4p.

5p, and 12". 8w. Price 12'75 -- 22p.

BLACK LIGHT

As used in disco's and stage effects etc. -virtually no
white Ileit appear until rays impinge on white collars
and cuffs etc -we offer mains B.L. lamps. 175 watts

plugs into any lamp holder requires no choke or

control gear price 17 00 - 95p post and VAT or for
glamorising rock specimens, looking for watermarks
etc. a 9' 6 watt tube with starter. choke lamp holds. etc.
all for 14 50 post and VAT paid.

CROYDON CR9 ISO
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ELECTRONICS

PROBABLY THE LARGEST ALL
ELECTRONICS STORE IN THE
UK WITH 1000's OF SQUARE
FEET DEVOTED TO THE BEST
IN CONSTRUCTIONAL

22 Newland Street, Kettering, Northants.
Mail order, phone Kettering 83922.
All other enquiries Kettering 520910.
Shop open, Monday to Saturday 9.00 to 6.00.
Early closing Thursday 1.00 p.m.
Closed daily for lunch 1.00 to 2.00.

ELECTRONICS.

TEACH -IN '78 COMPONENT KIT
Send for the complete set of components for the
Teach -In '78

Series

and

we'll also

send

you

a

FREE TEACH -IN QUERY COUPON
Send this back to us with details of any queries or
problems you have about the series and our technical
department will do their best to help you out.

EACH COMPONENT KIT CONTAINS
95 resistors
4 potentiometers
37 capacitors
26 semiconductors
plus ferrite, speaker, wires, bulb,
batteries, cable, clips and knobs etc.

everything you're going to need, specially selected
and all in one package
£16.00

Plus all the back-up service you'd expect from the UK's
largest electronic store.
Send sae for full list of kit contents and individual prices.

Buy it with Access

Telephone orders accepted for Barclaycard & Access

PHILIPS

ANNCIUNCIINC

A NEW SET

PHILIPS

EILECTIMNICS

E

This 5 volume set contains over 500 pages.
Bound in still linen. Cover size 8%in x Sin.
Price E7.50 per set (we pay the postage).

Book 4. Meters/Voltage-dividers
Book 5. Transistor Project Circuitry

The top sellers for home assembly in
Europe-now available in the U.K.

The manuals are unquestionaby the finest and most up-to-date available
and represent exceptional value.

Now - read all about the Philips range of
quality kits for home assembly - mixers, amplifiers,
speakers, etc, etc. Send today to
S.S.T. Distributors (Electronic Components) Ltd.,

This series has been written in a fascinating, absorbing and exciting
way, providing an approach to acquiring knowledge that is a very
enjoyable experience. Suitable for industrial trainees, City and Guilds
students, DIY enthusiasts and readers of electronic journals.
Each part explains electronics in an easy -to -follow way, and contains
numerous diagrams and half tone blocks with construction details and

circuit diagrams for making the following transistor projects: Lamp
Flasher, Metronome, Wailer, Photographic/Monostable Timer, Metal
Locator, Geiger Counter, Radio Receiver, Intercom., Intruder Alarm,
Electronic Organ, Battery Eliminator, Anemometer, Sound Switch,

West Road, Tottenham, London N17 ORN
"Please send me, quickly, the new colour catalogue.

Light and Water -operated Switches, Pressure -operated Switches, Light
meter, Radio Thermometer, Ice Alarm, etc., etc.
FREE. A list of components for constructing the projects.
Order now:
Se!ray Book Company
60 Hayes Hill
Bromley
BR2 7HP

I Amount enclosed: f
Name:

I Address:

I
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:oh
murr

CIF CAW

Book 1. Introducing Electronics
Book 2. Resistors/Capacitors
Book 3. Inductors/Diodes

"LIPS

EEttt

Name

Address

OUR
100% GUARANTEE
Should you decide to ,.turn the set after 10 days examination. your money will be refunded by return of post

.....

....

Postcode

I
I

I
I

SEND

I

TODAY! I
Distributors Is a member Of
the Philips Group of Companies

ET1 I
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Technical
Training in
Radio,
Television and
Electronics

ACE MAILTRONIX LT)

CADMIC IS EASY

Dept

EE Taotal Streit

Wakefield, W Yorkshire WF I

WITH THE UflIQUE
corrionco CATALOGUE/ORDER

ronrn

ICS have helped thousands of ambitious people to move up
into higher paid, more secure jobs in the field of electronics -

SEND STAMP ADDRESSED ENVELOPE NOW FOR THE EASY TO
USE ACE ORDER FORM CONTAINING 500 TOP QUALITY POPU.AR
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD. P&P
FREE ON ORDERS OVER £2, OTHERWISE 20p. ALL PRODUCTS
GUARANTEED ONE YEAR IF CORRECTLY USED. SOME EXAMPLES
FROM THE COMPETITIVE ACE RANGE WITH VAT INCLUSIVE
PRICES ARE SHOWN BELOW

BC107 108/109 Metal
BC207/208/209 Plastic

13p LW Resistors CF t 5%
11p Minpresets Horiz/vert.

2N3055

65p Electrolytic 1410,F 25v

741 Op Amp-Bpin___

30p Polyester C280 0-1,F

_

WO4 1A Bridge_
7400 TTL
1N4148 Diode .

15p Mintoggle SPST
4p Wee -PVC Stranded 1Orn

80P
25p

City and Guilds Certificates

50p

5p Veroboard 0.1 2.5x 3.75

BZY88 Zeners

Personal Tuition and Guaranteed Success

The expert and personal guidance by fully qualified tutors,
backed by the ICS guarantee of tuition until successful is
the key to our outstanding record in the technical training
fieln. You study at the time and pace that suits you best and
in your own home. In the words of one of our many
successful students: "Since starting my course, my salary
has trebled and I am expecting a further increase when my
course is completed."

10p
8P
15p
8p

_ 31p

IN 4001 Rec

success.

3forEip
8P

50p LED Red 02'
Mono plugs

555 Timer

now it can be your turn. Whether you are a newcomer to
the field or are already working in the industry, ICS can
provide you with the specialised training so essential to

Excellent job prospects await those who hold one of these
recognised certificates. ICS can coach you for:

216p

_12P S -DEC Breadboard

Telecommunications Technicians
Radio, TV Electronics Technicians
Technical Communications
Radio Servicing Theory
Radio Amateurs
Electrical Installation Work
Also MPT Radio Communications Certificate

Cet an ACE up our sleeue!

CRESCENT RADIO LTD.

MAIL ORDER DEPT. 1 St Michaels Terrace, Wood Green
London N22 4SJ
Phone 188-4474
MAINS INTERFERENCE

ABS PLASTIC BOXES

Designed to reduce unwanted mains

Ideal for the constructor. Fitted with

and comes housed in a black plastic box

1006=150 x 74 x 47mm= II 00
1007=185 x 124 x 60mm- t2 20
1022=107 x 85 x 45mm-82P.

SUPPRESSOR

interference caused by fridges. boilers.
etc. The unit is fitted with a 3 -Din 13A
maim socket and 1-5m of 3 core cable

with silver front panel.
Approx size: 116 x 77 x 54mm.

Max. current loading 3A.
OUR PRICE 19.35
8". V.A.T.

1mm front panels.
1005=105 x 73 x 45mm = 82p.

(sloping front)

MAINS 'KEYNECTOR'

This
connecting
block connects any
equipelectrical

Qualify for a New Career
Home study courses for leading professional examinations

V.A.T.

and diploma courses for business and technical subjects: -

BARGAIN TRANSFORMERS
240v PRIMARY -12-0-12v 500m/A

G.C.E.
60 subjects

at "0" &

"A" levels
Accountancy

Also available MAINS TRANS-

garage, demonstrations. etc. Max.

FORMER with 18v 500mA SEC.
V.A.T.

Air

60 x 24 x 90rnm.

RANGES: A.C. volts: 0-40v. 50v. 250v, 1,000v.
D.C. volts: 0-10v. 50v. 250v. 1.000v. D.C. current: 0-1mA. 0-100mA. Resistance: 0-150Kohm.
OUR PRICE: 15.80 +
V.A.T.
FERRIC CHLORIDE
Anhydrous ferric chloride in double sealed 1lb
poly. packs at II 25 -I- 8', V.A.T. per lb.

LOW NOISE LOW PRICE CASSETTES
V.A.T.
Good quality tape in well made screw type cassettes.
Presented in single plastic cases.
C60=450.. C90= 55p.. C120= 65P

10% DISCOUNT on ten or more cassettes of one

BARGAIN PROJECT BOX

A plastic box with moulded
Chassis

rails

panels,

OUR PRICE: 70p+ f % V.A.T.

POWER SUPPLY UNIT
TYPE 'PP1'.

710N

U

ICS

SCE X890

To: International Correspondence
Schools

Ma Dept 710L Intertest House, London

a

411J or telephone 622 9911

Switched 3. 4f, 6, 7f. 9
and 12 volts a: 500mA.
With on/off switch and

sa

Size: 130mm x 55mm x
75mm approx.
OUR PRICE:
Only 86 00 r 8' V.A.T.

U
me Address

pilot light.

Purchasing
Sales
Storekeeping
Work Study

POST OR PHONE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET.

for PC

or
with metal
front plate fitted with four
screws (all supplied). Internal
size: 81 x 51 x 28mm.
extrusion

Engineering
Farming
Heating
Industrial
Management
Mechanical

Conditioning
BuIding

Price and size same as above.

TI MULTI -METER
Ideal tester for everybody interested in electronics. Weighing less than 100gm. and only

type.

plus f

SEC. Approx. size: 60 x 40 x
50mm. Fixing centres: 75mm.
PRICE: £1.80 + 8', V.A.T.

ment to the mains
supply in seconds.
Ideal for bench.
load I3A fisted.
A bargain at 15.85

Diploma Courses
Colour TV Servicing
Electronic Engineering and Maintenance
Computer Engineering and Programming
Radio, TV and Audio, Engineering and Servicing
Electrical Engineering, Installations and Contracting

la

Name

I

to

'Telephone Number

S.A.E. WITH ALL ENQUIRIES PLEASE.
Personal Callers Welcome at: 164-166 HIGH ROAD. WOOD GREEN. LONDON
N22. Phone: 888-3206 and 13 SOUTH MALL, EDMONTON. N9. Phone: 803-1685.

usinemieueolumossiousuassinesaninionusian
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subject of Interest

ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED - PHONE ORDERS WELCOMED.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE -PLEASE ADD V.A.T. AS SHOWN-

a
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B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS

STATION ROAD. LITTLEPORT. CAMBS.. CBE 10E
Telephone: ELY (0353) 860185 (2 lines) Tuesday to Saturday
Dept. E.E.,

PLEASE ADD 8% VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
WV DC RELAYS, 4 pole change -over (double

PLEASE ADD 8% VAT UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

RED LEDs (Mm type) 5 for ?Op.

741C0 op amps by RCA 4 for £1

each

VIDICON SCAN COILS (Transistor type. but no
data) complete with indicon base DV 50 each

PERSPEX TUNER PANELS (for FM Band 2

Slider Switches. 2 pole make and break (or can

Brand New

coleacts) (will work from 14-240 DC)

Brand

New. boxed, good quality. made by AEI 40p
be used as 1 pole change -over by linking the two
centre pins). 4 for 56p.

Smart Mm Rectangular Push to Make Switches.
black
surround with
while
rectangular
rectangular button, overall size 12 s 17mm, 3 for
50p.

A NEW RANGE OF QUALITY BOXES
INSTRUMENT CASES

Aluminium Boxes with Lids
ABlO
A813
A/314

A815
A816
A817
A825

51

If

8

4
4
5
6

10

7

6
7

Op
SOp

2

10

41

6

4

2f

E1041

3
3
3
3

[1 .50
81.30
E1.00

ma,

Vinyl Coated Instrument Cues
Light Blue tops and White lower sections Very
smart fiinish

Wel

W82
WB3
WB4
WB5
WB6
WB7

5 s 21 s 21

60p
81.10

6,141X1+
ft s 5 x2

81.911

9 s 51 x 2f

11.0} .
11

tt,

if

81 ilia

[2.00
[2.25

3

x 3f

12 x 61 x 51

E21011

[2.00
MAGNETIC DEVICES PROGRAMMERS. Contain 9 fully adjustable cams and 9 change over
micro -switches (rated approx. IA at 240VAC)
WI138S3

a . Si . 3I

Needs slow-motion motor to drive (not supplied) Ideal for disco lights. sequence switching. etc ex equipment Et 50 each.
CALIBRATOR XTAUI 100kHz 1MHz in one 10X can, E1.00 each

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Type 6012, Mains
input 200-210-220-230-240-250V c

output 0-2040-60V at 2A. in Metal and Plastic case, approx
.

3W E1.75 each

FULL

3Sp.

A LARGE RANGE OF CAPACITORS AVAILABLE
AT BARGAIN PRICES. S.A.E. FOR LIST.

LIST

PLUGS AND SOCKETS
N -Type Plugs 50 ohm. 110p each, 3 for [1.00.

MIXED
COMPONENT
PACKS,
containing
resistors. capacitors. pots. etc. All new

P1259 Plugs (PTFE). brand new. packed with

Hundreds of items. C2 per peck, while stocks

reducers. 85p each
S0239 Sockets (PTFE). brand new (4 -hole fixing
type) 50p each,

last.

ALU-SOL ALUMINIUM SOLDER

.

RANGE
OF
ELECTRONICS BOOKS IN STOCK. S A.E FOR
NEW FOR THE VHF CONSTRUCTOR. A range of
tuned circuit, on formers with slugs and screening
cans Frequencies quoted are approximate, and range
can be greatly extended by using varying capacitors in
parallel
Type S (On square, dumpy type)
Type SA 20 to 30MHz (when 33pl fitted in parallel)
Type SB 35 to 50MHz (with link winding)
Type SC 70 to 100MHz (with link winding)
Type SD 135 to 175MHz (with link winding)
Type M (Min fin square types)
Type MA 19 to 28MHz (when 33pF fitted in parallel)
Type MB 22 to 32MHz (when 330F fitted in parallel)
Type MC 25 to 35MHz (when 339F fitted in parallel)
Type MD 3$ to 50MHz (when 339F fitted in parallel)
Type ME 45 to 60MHz (when 330F lined in parallel)
Type MF 100 to 200MHz (without slug) when 0 to 1)0
variable fitted in parallel
All the above coils available in packs of five only (same
type) at 50p per pack of 5

PLASTIC PROJECT BOXES with screw on lids
(in black ABS) with brass inserts.
Type N81 approx 3m . 2fm. x titn 40p each
Type NB2 approx 31 in s 2fin v 1 On Shp each
Type NM agoras Son .3fin x 1 lin lOp each
MULLARD 05A2 UV STABILISER VALVES
(Brand New) 79p each or 2 for 81-20.

SOLDER SUCKERS (Plunger type) Standard
Model. U. Skirted Model ?-550. Spare Nozzles
110p each

SOLDERING IRONS

W

illuminates work
Pistol grip with fingertip trigger High efficiency
EXPERT

Built -on -spotlight

copper soldering tip
EXPERT SOLDER GUN 81000 01110.

EXPERT SOLDER GUN KIT (spare bits. case.
etc I £1200.

BC148 NPN SILICON. 4 for SOp.
BC156 PNP SILICON. 4 for 50p.
BAY31 Signal Diodes, 10 for 35p.

3 for 110p.

BAI21 Varicap Diodes. 4 for 50p.

OF

LOW

VOLTAGE

[1 .50 per pack

121% VAT

.

S125DK 25W 240V bits etc KIT E4.90.
SPECIAL 12V version S125-12 25W 12V U.W.
.

BENCH STAND with spring and sponge for
Marksman irons 13.31.
Spare bits MT9 (for 15W) 50p, MT5 (for 25W) 45p.

Type CC single flat. Type K double flat fins tip.
Type P. very fine tip t1 each VAT (8p)

2N3819 Fort

PACK

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Up to 50V
working Seatronic Manufacture. Approx. 100

We now stock Spiritus Tools for the electronic
enthusiast Screwdrivers. Nut spanners. BA and
Metric sizes, pop rivet guns. etc. S.A.E for list.

SPARE TIPS

input, 15V at 300mA output. 81.50 each.

BARGAIN

50p.

IRONS.
S1150 15W 240V T3.80.
S1250 25W 240V 41110,
S140D 40W 240V 84.20.

P8C106 (plastic BC1011). 5 for SOp.
8FY51 Transistors. 4 for 110p.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Type 15300 240V

VARICAP TUNERS Mullard type ELC104.105
Brand New. 84.40
14% VAT

NEW MARKSMAN RANGE OF SOLDERING

BSX20 (VHF OscrMult) 3 for SOp.
BC106 (metal can). 4 for 50p.

each.

by

OSMOR REED RELAY COILS (for reed relays up
to yin doe not supplied) 12V 500 ohm cod. 2 for

MT10 (for 40W) 50p.
ALL PRICES 8% VAT.
TCP2 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED IRON.

BCY72 Transistors. 4 for 50p
PNP audio type TO5 Transistors. 12 for 25p.
BF152 (UHF amp miser). 3 for SOp.

(made

Multicore) Solders aluminium to itself or
copper. brass, steel. nickel or tinplate. 16 sw g.
with multicore flux, with instructions, Approx. 1
metre coil 40p pack. Large reel £2.75.

Spare bits 35p pair

103 transistor insulator sets 10 for 50p

if x 4f x 4. fully fused (ideal for PSU) f.3.00

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Type 45/100. 240. 220.
110. 20 OV input, 45V at 100mA output. [1.50
each.

tuners) marked 88-108MHz and Channels 0-70.
clear numbers. rest blacked out. smart modern
x Iiin 2 for
appearance, size approx

14 DIL REED RELAYS, 5 to 12V DC. 450 ohm
coil Designed to work directly from TTL Logic.
Single Pole Change over. Contact ratings 26V iA

Temperature controlled iron and PSU. LW VAT
(02 40)

TWIN I.F. CANS, approx 1in t, fin, s tin high.
around 3 5-5MHz. 2 separate transformers in I
can, internally screened. 5 for 511p 12i% VAT
Dubilier Electrolytic,. 50uF. 450V. 2 for 50p.
Dubilier Electrolytic*. 100uF, 275V. 2 for Up.
Plessey Electrolytic*, 470uF, 1330, 3 for 50p.
TCC Electrolytic.. 10000. 30V. 3 for 800.
Dubliner Electrolytic., 5030uF. 35V. 50p each.
Dubilier ElectrOlytics. 50009F. 50V. 110p each.
ITT Electrolytics, 88000F. 250, high grade. *crew

terminals. with mounting clips, 50p each.

MOST SPARES AVAILABLE.

PLEASE
ADD
CAPACITORS.

MULTICORE SOLDER
Size 5 Savbit 15 s.w.g. in alloy dispenser.
32p . VAT (3p)
Size C1SAV111Savbit 18 s w.g . Sip ri VAT (4p).

TV PLUGS AND SOCKETS
TV Plugs (metal type). 4 for 50p.
TV Sockets (metal type). 4 for 50p.
TV Line Connectors (back-toback sockets), 4 for

Kg

(1

11b) 80 x 40. 20 s.w.9 on plastic reel

+ VAT (24p)

12,1%

VAT

TO

AU.

50p.

1114448 add 12f% VAT.

Terms of Business: CASH WITH ORDER. MINIMUM ORDER E2. ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING 1UK ONLY) SAE witth ALL ENQUIRIES

Please PLEASE ADD VAT AS SHOWN. ALL GOODS IN STOCK DESPATCHED BY RETURN CALLERS WELCOME BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

You can work wonders with your free time.
There's immense satisfaction in making
HEATHKIT
your own equipment. And you'll get excellent
results with Heathkit.
Every kit is absolutely complete down to
the last nut and bolt. The quality is the best.
And each kit has an easy to follow instruction
manual that explains exactly what to do at
each step.
So you enjoy assembling your kit and you
,
finish with first-class equipment every time.
,..-ei"-eve
That's why Heathkit are so successful.
And that's why the range is the biggest in the
FIThe new Heathkit catalogue.Out now FREi1
world.
To:
(Gloucester) I.td.,Dept. EE -117. Gloucester.
It's all in the new edition of the free Heathkit GL2Heath
6EF.. Please send me my Heathkit catalogue.
catalogue. Everything from the simplest to the
I enclose an Up stamp for postage.
..,.,
most sophisticated. Alarms, digital clocks,
testers, transceivers and lots more ...even the
Name
tools are there!
Address
See for yourself. Send the coupon now.
__.,,,...:

,

NEW CATALOGUE
NEW TEST INSTRUMENTS
NEW DIGITAL BATHROOM SCALES
NEW AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT
NEW AUDIO SYSTEMS AND MANY OTHER NEW ITEMS
101)

Lst code
Showrooms at 233 "Fotten.larn Court Road. London t Phone 01-636 73491
and Bristol It tad, (; loucester ( Phone Gloucester 294511.
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PAKS PARTS AUDIO MODULES
TRANSISTORS

PANEL
METERS

Type
AC126

4 RANGE
Size 4t"

31." x

If'

Value

No.

Price

0-50U

1302
1303
1304
1305
1306

L4.50
L4.50
L4 50
L6.00
L6.00

0-1000A
0-500 U A

0-IMA
0-50V

2" RANGE

Ir.

Size 2r
Value

No.

0-SOUA

1307

01000A
0-5000A
0-1MA

1308
1309
1310

0 -SOY

1311

Price

13.50
L3.S0
L3.50
L3.50
L3.50

Value

No.

0-500A
0-IMA

1313
1315

AD140

ADI42
AD143
AD149
A0161
16IMP

AFII4

Size 42 v 42 x 30mm

AFI IS

Price

L4.80
L3 20

AFI16

AFII7
AFI 18

AFI24
AF125

AFI26
AF127

EDGEWISE

Size 34" If" x 2r
Cut out 24" , 14"
Value

No.

0-IMA

1316
1317

0-500UA

L405
14.05

LO 40 BC303

(0 60 BC304

LO 111
11) 311

AFIO6
AF239
AL102
AL103

LO SS

BC327

410 16

LO 50
LO 38

8C328

LO 15

BC337

411) IS

LI IS

BC440

AUI04

BC10713

8C107C
BCIOSA
BC10813
BC10911

22
34mm
Sensitivity 100'13/100UA
No.

7401

Size 45

Price

12 00

MIN. LEVEL METER

LI 00 BC44 I
LI 00 BC460
10 08 BC461
LO OS BC477
10 OS BC478
40 011

0C479

LO OS BC547
LO OS 00548

(0 08 BC549

1320

Price
LI .115

Vu METER

7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408

Sensitivity 130UA
No.

Price

MINI
MULTI -METER
'. 90mm
Sensitivity 1000 ohms/V
AC VOLTS 0-10, 50. 250, 1000
DC VOLTS 0.10, 50, 250, 1000
DC CURRENT 0-1-100mA
24

Resistance 0-150K ohms
No.

Price

IS 95

1322

P&P
Postage and Packing add 25p
unless otherwise shown. Add
extra for airmail. Minimum order

LO )7
LO 37
LO 38

TIP29A
TIP29B
TIP29C

410 30 TIP3OA
411) 18 TIP3OB
LO 23 TIP30C

10 23 TIP3IA
4213 15
'710 111

TIP3113

TIP3IC
LO 23 TIP32A
LO 30 TIP32B

BFX84
BFX85

LO 13
LO 24

TIP32C

LO 20 BFXB6

10 23

TIP4IB

LO 3111

LO 38

60 20 BFX87
(0 20 BFX88
40) 11 BFX90
421) Ii BFY50
410 12

BFY51

a 21

TIP4 I A
711741C

LO 22 TIP42A
LO 55 TIP42B
CO 14

TIP42C

LO 14

T1P2955

10 35 2N2926R10 08 2N5551 420 36

10 44 2N2926B01.041 2N6027 LO 39
LO 52 2N3053 LO 16 2N612I a 70
LO 62 2N305.4
10 SO 2N3055

10 40 2N6 1 22

LO 70

10 40 40311

£0 35

a 60 2N3414 420 16 40313

LO 70 2N3415 410 16 40316
LO 43 2N3416 440 29 40317
£0 47 2N34l7 420 29 40326
LO 4

2N3614

40 49 2N36I5
LO SI 2N36 I 6

LO 55 40327
LO 90 40346
LO 90 40347

LO 53 2N3646 (0 09 40348

LO 49 2N3702 60 OS 40360
LO SI 2N3703 4/0 05 40361

(0 53 2N3704 (0 07 40362
10 53 2N3705 LO 07 40406
LO 55 2N3706 '(0 OS 40407

LO 57 2N3707 4217 OS 404013

10 95 2N3708 4/0 07 40409

a 93
a 95
LO 40
LO 40
LO 45
LO 45

10 65
LO 80
LO 36

a 36

LO 38
LO 45
LO 35
LO 53
LO 75

0 -IS 7412

13

0.15 7413
0 IS 7414
0 30 7416
0-30 7417
0 IS 7440

27
SS
241

18
IS

4$

7485
7486
7489
7490

SO

7491

74110
0-42 74118
0 75 74119

93

7492

0 45 74121

7446
7447
7448
7475
7480

90

7481

7S
SO

1

20

CD4011

rice

Price

Type

20

Type

0 20 CD4022
0 51 CD4023
0 9S CD4024
0 52 CD4025
0 91 CD4026
00 CD4027

20 CD4012
10 CD4013
C134015

95 CD4016
10 CD4017
99 CD4018
SS CD4019
SS CD4020
20 CD4021

1

0 55

C040213

10 C04029
0 90 C04030
I

Price

Type

0 95 CD4031
0 20 CD4035
0 SO CD4037
0 20 CD4040
95 CD4041
0 60 CD4042
0 98 CD4043
I
IS C04044
0 55 CD4045

7496

0 SO
I 00
0 SO

390

1

Type

2 10 304046
1

SO CD4047

0 PS CD4049
0 9S CD4050
0 51 CD4054

0 SI C134055
0.95 CD4056
0 94 CD4069

140 C0/070

74154
74180

Price

0 50
0 70
0 SO
30
1

LM3014

LO 39

1-7,304
LM30034

fa -00

MCI 330P

Type

NE5674

C1.30

LI 20 uA702C 40 46

(0 46
11 40 MCI3504 LI 20 727172
uA703A (0-25
LM309K 11 50 MC135IP
LM320-5v 11.83
LI 20 uA709C 10.23
Li/320-12v
MCI352P
727094
10 46
LI -55
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II 40 709P

LO 15

No.

Beginners Guide

to

No. 231 Beginners Guide
Transistors. Price L2 -2-9f

to

No.

to

230

Television. Price C225t

Beginners Guide

233

Radio. Price a.251'
No.

234 Beginners Guide to
Colour Television. Price 02.25f

No.

Electronic

235

Diagrams.

Price LI 80t

No. 236 Electronic Components.
Price LI 1St
No. 237 Printed Circuit Assembly.
Price LI .00f

No. 238 Transistor Pocket Book.
Price L3 -90f
No. 225 110 Thyristor Projects
Using SCRs & Triac,. Price 12.50f
No. 227 110 COS/MOS Digital IC
Projects For the Home Construc-

tor. Price L225t

No. 226 110 Operational Amplifier Projects for the Home
Constructor. Price L2501'
No. 242 Electronics Pocket Book.

Price 1375f

No. 239 30 Photoelectric Circuits
& Systems. Price LI .00f

ORDERING
PLEASE WORD YOUR ORDERS

00

0 90 74190
18S 74198
0 30 74199

2 00

Price
30

1

I

Type
CD4071

10 C04072

0 SS

CD4081

0 SS C04082
1
1
1

20 C045 0

SS C045.1
35 CD4516

0 40 CD4Sill
040 CD4520

VAT
ADD 121% TO PRICES MARKED.
ADD EPA TO OTHERS EXCEPTING
THOSE MARKED .7. THESE ARE
ZERO RATED

1.10

74181
1

I

SO

lust a selection from our
huge stocks!

90

Price

SEE OUR
1977 CATALOGUE

0 23
0 13
0 22
0 23

126 pages packed with valuable
information

40

ONLY 50p plus 15p p & p

130
160

I

11S
11S

LINEAR IC'S
Price Type
Price
LI 05 LI/320-15v
LI 70
LI SS

to

PART NUMBER

Price Type
Price Type
Price
Price Type
TAA661 A
MCI456G
uAllOC LO 40 SN760 I 3N
11 40
LI 65
LI 40 727104 a 30
TAD1304 11 30
MC I466L 14 SO uA7I IC 60-32 SN76023N
LO 75 LM320.24v
LI 40 TBASe0Q
(0 -31
LI 85 MC 1469R a 95 727114
LI 70
uA723C LO -50 SN761104
12 20
MC 1496G
1102 LM3130-14P
10 -SO
LI SO TBA641134/1 23
10-95
10.911 72723
LI 70
uA74 I C 10.24 SN761 IS*
TBA8004 10 110
LI 35 LM313I L1.35 NE5364 1350 7274I
11) -14
LI 90 TBASIOS
NESISA LI.50
LI .30 LM3900N
LI OS
LO -14 SN766604
65 NE5404 LI SO 74 I P
LIDS MC724P CO
40 7S TBA8204 6090
LI SO NESSO LO 95 uA747C a 70
LO SO MCI 303L
727474
LO 79 SL4I4A LI 95 TBA920Q
NESSOD NLA uA748' (0 35 TAA550B LO 35
LI 60
1.3 40
LI 35 MC 1304P4LI 48 NE555 10.40 72748
TCA270S
(0 .35 TAA62 1 A
40.112 748P
CA3075 LI SO
a
00
1390
(0
35
a Ss NESS6
NE56I 1.395
CA30814 11 SO HC1310P
NE56284 13 95
CA301394 a 10
LI SO
CA30904 (4 25 MCI312PQ
NES65A4 LI 73
CA31234 II 90
11 90 NE566 L1-70
Type
CA30114
CA30144
CA20184
CA30204
CA30284
CA30354
CA30364
CA30424
CA30434
CA30464
CA30524
CA30544

No. 229 Beginners Guide
Electronics. Price 1:2-25f

GETTING TO INCLUDE OUR

0 30 74100

Price

BOOKS

EXACTLY AS PRINTED. NOT FOR-

BI-PAK STILL LOWEST IN PRICE.
FULL SPECIFICAT ON GUARANTEED ALL FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS
Price Type
Price Type
rice Type
rice Type
Price Type
0 40 74122
0 U 7493
0-14 7409
IS 7441
64 7482
0 14 7410
14 7442
64 7483
0 SS 7494
0 SS 74123
0 98 7495
0 75 74141
0 IS 7411
13 7445
90 7484

4200

1321

TIC44

£0 90 TIC4S

LO S6
LO 32
LO 31
LO 38

CMOS IC'S
Type
CD4000
CD4001
CD4002
CD4006
CD4007

C04008
CD4009
CD4010

29mm

BFRSO

10 30 BFX29
LO 30 BFX30

26mm

22

Sensitivity 200UA
No.

LI.

4/0 IS

LO 110

LO 90 2N2907A LO 12 2N5296
LO 14 1N296G LO 09 2N5457
LO IS 2N2926720 OS 2N5459
410 29 2N2926020 OS 2N5459

74 SERIES TTL IC'S
Type
7400

Size 60

L1 20 BC338

Price

BALANCE/TUNING

40

10 32 BC301

AFI80

L1 95

A

BOY20

410 IS 80X77
LO 30 BUS! A .(0 16 BF457
10 30 BC251

BF459
BF594
BF596
BFR39
BFR40
BFR79

BCIOSC

Size 40

410 16
410 16

0070
204MP LI 70 0071

13F458

Size 23 x 22

Size 23

(0 30 BC238

LO 40 BC237

a SO 0C36

802031

/0.111

BC 107A

1319

130204

10 21

MINIATURE
BALANCE/
TUNING METER

1318

a 21 BC2I4 40 12
al 21 BC2I4L LO 11

BC302

AU 1 13

Sensivity 100/0/100MA
No.

140MP LI 20 MPSASS 0 25 2N2215A L0.20 2N4292 10 18
LO 10 BDISS
LO. SO MPSA56 L0 28 2N2219 10 20 2N4293 420 IS
0 73 BC184L 10 10 BEI7S
LO 60 0C22
II 30 2N2219A LO 24 2N4921 40.55
£0 60 BC207 411) II BDI76
LO 60 0C23
LI 30 2N2904 10 IS 2N4923 410 63
a 41 0C208 2111 II BD177 LO 68 0C24
0.33 2N2904A LO 21 2N5135 40) 10
£0 42 BC209 410 12 00178
10 68 0C25
10 60 2N2905 10.18 3N5136 4/0 10
BC2I2 440 II BDI79
LO 60 2N2905A 10 21 2N5I38 411) 10
LO 73 0C26
LO 35 BC2I2L LIII II BD201
0C18
LO SI) 2N2906 LO 16 2N5194 (0 56
LO 11 BC2I3
420 II
202MP LI 70 0C29
LO PS 2N2906A LO 19 2N5245 LO 40
L0.21 BC2I3L 10 II BD203
LO SO 0C35
£090 1N2907 LO 20 2N5294 0 34
BC1114

LO SS

AU 110

26mm

10 60 BCI83L 40.10
LO 55

NEWNES
TECHNICAL

Price Type
Price
LO 14 TIP3OSS 10 7$ 2N3708A
£0 IS TIS43
10 24
LCI 07

AF I 39

An81
Price

Type
BC109C

a IS
LO OS BC550 LCI 14 BFY52
ACI27
0 IS BCI47 420 10 BC556 40 14 BIPI9
ACI28
LO IS BC148 LO 10 8C557 410 13 BIP20
LO ES T1590
LO 22 2N3709 (0.07
AC128K LO 26 BCI49 420 10 00558 421) 11 BIPI9
UT46
LO 21 2N3710 40 07
AC132
LO 20 BC157 410 10 BC559 410 14
20MP LO SO ZTX107 4/0 10 2N371
LI) 07
ACI34
LO 10 BC158 410 10 BD115
a SO BRY39
a 43 ZTX108 a 10 2N3819 a 10
AC137
LO 20 BCIS9 410 10 80116
a 30 0U105 LI 70 ZTX109 411) 10 2N3820 10 40
ACI41
LO 12 BC167 410 12 80121
LO 65 8U105 02 LI 95 ZTX300 LO 11 2N3821 LO 60
AC14IK LO 30 BC168 LO 12 130123
LI) 65 BU204
LI 70 ZTX500 '710 14 2N3823 LO 60
ACI42
LO 10 BCI69 420 12 BDI24
a 70 BU205
LI 70 2N1613 LO 20 2N4051 10 12
AC176
LO IS BC169C 10 12 00131
10 38 BU208
a 40 2N1711 a 2.0 2N4059 01 14
ACI76K LO 26 BCI70 4/0 10 80132
a 40 BU208 02 42 95 2N1889 LO 43 2N4060 420 14
AC178
0 1.5 BCI71 410 10 BDI31
E1222
LO 311 2N11390 LO 45 2N4061 4/1) 12
ACI79
LO 13 BCI72 10 10
I32MP £0 SS MJE2955 LO 98 2N1893 a 30 2N4062 40) 11
ACI80 LO 20 BCI73 420.11 00133
LO 60 MJE3055 LO 60 2N2147 LO 75 2N4284 4/0 IS
ACIBOK 10 2.8 BCI77
(0 16 BDI35
LO 40 MJE3440 LO 52 2N2148 LO 70 2N42133 113 IS
ACI81
LO 20 BC178
LO 16 BD136
LO 40 MP8113 40 52 2N2160 LO SO 2N4286 420 IS
ACI8IK LO 211 BC179
10 16 BDI37
40 42 MPF102 LO 35 2N2192 LO 38 2N4287 407 IS
AC187
60.1111 BC 180
10.25 80138
LO 45 MPF I04 01 31 2N2 I 93 LO 35 2N4283 10.113
ACI87K LO 20 BCI81 410 IS BDI39
0 S4 MPF105 LO 38 2N2194 LO 38 2N4289 410 IS
ACIBB
0 IS BCI82L '710.10 130140 40.60 MPSA05 410 30 2N22I7 60 .21 2N4290 420 IS
AC INK a 20 BC183 4/0 10 /30139'
MPSA06 *L0 30 2N2218 LO 22 2N4291 410 18

A0162
ADI61

MR2P TYPE

Price

BRAND NEW - FULLY GUARANTEED
Price Type
Price Type
Price Type

ORDER NOW

E.E. TEACH -IN -KIT
BI-PAK OFFER YOU A
FULL

KIT OF PARTS

YOU,

SUCCESSFULLY,

BATTERIES)
WHICH WILL ENABLE
(LESS

TO COMPLETE ALL THE
THIS
PROJECTS
IN
COURSE.

ONLY £11 MI inel. V.A.T.
& P.P.

I-PAK

Dept. E.E. I I, P.O., Box 6, Ware, Herts
SHOP 18 BALDOCK STREET, WARE, HERTS
AT:
OPEN 9 to 5.30 Mon./Sat.
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We endeavour to present all our p7o-

jects in such a way so that anyone

All details of the construction of the
two units involved in this system will

successfully. The one special

month the receiver

with but a rudimentary knowledge of
electronics will be able to build them
skill

needed is in soldering. With today's
small components a correspondingly
small soldering iron is essential a3d
therefore the whole operation demands a fair degree of finesse. Once

equipped with the right kind of 'nstrument and a few small tools, practice will make perfect.

How to solder was explained in tie

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
D. W. B. TILLEARD
Phone: 01-634 4504

REPRESENTATIVE
P. J. MEW
Phone: 01-634 4181

CLASSIFIED MANAGER
C. R. BROWN

Phone: 01-261 5762

MAKE-UP AND COPY
DEPARTMENT
Phone 01-634 4372

ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES
Fleetway House
Farringdon Street
London EC4A 4AD

opening part of

Teach -In

78,

last

month, and newcomers should certainly study the relevant sections of
that article before tackling their first
constructional project. As regards the
soldering iron, we are happy to give
details of a Special Offer to EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS readers-see page 124.

Ultrasonics provide a way of communicating over short distances without interconnecting leads. This
technique also keeps us free of licensing regulations. Using sound pressu7e
waves, we find that the air is literally
free!

Commercial examples of this use of

ultrasonics are commonplace in the
form of remote control units for television sets. Other applications will r.o

doubt occur to our readers. We only

be covered in two articles. The first
article describes the transmitter; next
unit will be

covered. So while building the first

unit, start considering exactly how you
will use this system. You will then be

prepared with ideas for any ancillary
circuitry and electro-mechanical devices that may need devising to meet
the particular need.
(An open-ended project such as the
Ultrasonic Remote Control System is
especially valuable since it encourages
further involvement by the constructor other than just following a published design.)

The more immediately obvious applications will be those where electrically operated equipment is simply
switched on or off remotely. No great
problems here, and the specified receiver relay will cope with a load of
up to 1,200 watts. But there are bound
to be possible applications where the
electrical signal is required to be translated into some form of mechanical

action-with the aid of intermediary

electric motors or such like. Electronic

constructors with a mechanical bent
will find something to get their teeth

into in solving the electro-to-mechanical interface in such cases.

offer a few suggestions in this month's
article Ultrasonic Remote Control System, because this is obviously an op-

portunity for individual ideas to to
generated.

Our December issue will be published on Friday, November 18. See page 123 for details.

Readers' Enquiries

We cannot undertake to answer readers' letters requesting modifications,
designs or infomation on commercial equipment or subjects not published
by us. All letters requiring a personal reply should be accompanied by a

stamped self-addressed envelope.
Telephone enquiries should be limi-.ed to those requiring only a brief reply.

We cannot undertake to engage in discussions on the telephone, technical
or otherwise.

Component Supplies

Readers should note that we do not supply electronic components for
building the projects featured in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, but these
requirements can be met by our advertisers.
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LTRASON,1C

f

REMOTE

CONTROL
SYSTEM
By R. A. Penfold

THE TRANSMITTER
The complete system can be used to remotely

switch on and off electrical appliances rated at up
to 1200 watts at mains voltage.
ment used in the complete system.

INTRODUCTION

cies just outside the upper limit
of human hearing, or ultrasonic
frequencies as they are usually

Ttizs ultrasonic system provides a
simple and inexpensive remote

A 40kHz oscillator forms the
basis of the transmitter, and the
output of this circuit is fed to an
ultrasonic transducer. The trans-

Office licence is required. The maxi-

used in the transmitter and the

reaches a peak at a frequency of
40kHz, and it is for this reason

and can be regarded as being

a

something like a mixture of a
crystal earpiece, a crystal micro-

quency of 40kHz. This frequency

However, this is sufficient to enable

number of useful applications, and
this aspect will be fully dealt with
later on.

phone, and a quartz crystal.
Like a crystal earpiece, the trans-

ducer at the transmitter will pro-

of the transducer, and is a similar
property to that possessed by the
piezoelectric quartz crystals which
are used in highly stable r.f. oscil-

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
The block diagram which appears
in Fig. 1 shows the general arrange -

trical stimulus is applied to it, but
it does not work very efficiently
at ordinary audio frequencies. It
does operate efficiently at frequen-

control link for which no Home

mum operating range of the system is not very large, being something in the region of 10 metres.

the unit to be employed in

ducers are sold in pairs, one being

other in the receiver. These transducers are piezoelectric devices,

duce soundwaves if a suitable elec-

RECPVEP

TRANSMITTER

that the oscillator in the transmitter is given an operating fre-

is, in effect, the resonant frequency

lators.

A push button switch is connected in the supply line to the
oscillator, and the transmitter is
activated by operating this switch.

--11311IrlafrAY

+ye
PUSH BUTTON
ON/OFF SWITCH

termed.
The efficiency of the transducer

RELAY.
11(

"A VF0

ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCE

40 kHz

(DIVIDE BY 21

OSCILL ATOP

CTIFIER AND
TRANSDUCER

Fig. 1.
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THING

The block diagram of the complete Ultrasonic Remote Control System.
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The output of the amplifier is
rectified and smoothed to a d.c.
bias which is fed to the input of

RECEIVER TRANSDUCER

The second transducer is used
at the input of the receiver, and
this one acts as a sort of crystal

a

Schmitt trigger circuit. The

voltage at the input of the Schmitt

trigger rises and falls only rela-

microphone, but again, it is very

tively slowly as the transmitter is
switched on and off. The stage
which follows the Schmitt trigger

inefficient at audio frequencies.

Also as before, it works well at
ultrasonic frequencies, and has a
response which peaks at 40kHz.
Thus a small 40kHz electrical signal will be produced by the transducer at the receiver when it picks
up the ultrasonic sound from the
transmitter.
This signal will have only a very

is a flip-flop divide -by -two circuit,

and this must have an input signal

with a fast rising waveform if it

is to operate reliably. The purpose
of the Schmitt trigger is merely to
produce a fast rising output from
the slow rising input. Provided an
adequate input signal is obtained,
this arrangement is highly reliable.
Operation of the flip-flop circuit

low amplitude when the trans-

mitter is at some distance from the

receive r, and a considerable

quite straightforward. This is
a logic circuit and as such it can
only have an output which is in
one of two possible stable states.

amount of amplification must be
used if a reasonable operating
range is to be attained. The necessary amplification is provided by
a simple and very economic two -

is

The output must either be low
(logic 0 or at virtually zero volts)

transistor circuit in this case.

from its circuit diagram which is
shown in Fig.2. It is based on an
astable multivibrator which uses
a simple cmos quad 2 -input NOR

If the push button is then pressed
again, another positive going input

pulse will be applied to the flipflop and in consequence its output will now go low. There will be
no effect on the flip-flop when the

push button is released, just as
before.

The output of the flip-flop is fed

to a relay via a single transistor

are closed when the output of the

closed, they can be made to open

stead they have their two inputs
connected in parallel so that they
Components VR1, R1, R2, Cl,
plus the two inverters in the left
hand section of the i.c. form the

pulses.

inverter is used as a buffer stage
between the output of the astable
(IC1 pin 3) and the transducer.
This is necessary in order to prevent the transducer from upsetting

to be adjusted to 40kHz. The third

off type, and the unit has a current
consumpton of about 3.5mA when
this switch is operated. The peak to

used.

will be no effect on the flip-flop,
since this causes a negative input
pulse to be generated and the flipflop will only respond to positive

flip-flop is high, and open when its
output is low.

the correct
astable.

act as simple inverters. This is why
either a 4001 or a 4011 i.c. can be

high state by pressing the push
button on the transmitter. When
the push button is released there

multivibrator circuit, and R1 enables the frequency of oscillation

gate (4001) or a quad 2 -input NAND
gate (4011). Only three of the four

gates are used, and they are not in
fact used as logic circuits, but in-

The state of the output will

change state each time a positive
input pulse is received. Thus if the
output goes to the low state when
power is initially applied to the
circuit, it can be triggered to the

driver stag e. The circuit is
arranged so that the relay contacts

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
TRANSMITTER CIRCUIT
The transmitter is an extremely
simple device, as will be apparent

or high (logic 1 or at virtually the
full supply potential).

operation

of

the

Switch 51 is a push button on/

peak output voltage swing to the
transducer is virtually equal to the
supply potential, and despite the
simplicity of the transmitter circuit it provides quite

a

good

Thus if the relay contacts are

by

briefly

operating the

push

button on the transmitter. They
can be closed again by operating
the push button a second time,
and in fact the relay contacts will

change state with successive opera-

tions of the push button on the
transmitter.

START
HERE FOR
CONSTRUCTION

operating range.

X1 40kHz
TRANSDUCER

TYPE 0A840K4

A plastic box having dimensions
of about 120 X 65 X 40mm is used

as the housing for the prototype

transmitter, but any metal or plastic box of around this size should
be suitable. The layout of the unit
is very straightforward, as can be
seen in Fig.3 and the photographs
of the unit.

The transducer is fitted with a
phono socket at the rear, and a
Fig. 2. 2.

The circuit diagram of the transmitter section of the Ultrasonic

Remote Control System.
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12.7mm diameter hole is drilled in
the case to accommodate this. The
transducer is then glued to the
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ULTRASONIC

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

Fig. 3 (Right). The layout of the components on the strip board and the breaks to be made on the underside.
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Photograph of the prototype transmitter
unit.
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aimed at the transducer, and VR1

is adjusted for maximum reading
on the millivoltmeter.
If no suitable test gear is available, the adjustment of VR1 will
have to be left until the receiver

has been constructed; VR1 can

then be tried at various settings in
an attempt to find the one which
gives the greatest range. This
method is not quite as fast or

accurate as the other two, but it

will give excellent results provided
due care is exercised.
Photographs showing the transmitter with
lid removed and (left) the prototype component panel.

APPLICATIONS

in the copper strips are made using

for this equipment is in an intruder alarm. In this application

either the special tool or a small

mounted on a 0.1inch pitch stripboard which has 16 copper strips
by 12 holes. Details of this panel
are shown in Fig.3.

Start by cutting out a panel of

the correct size using a small hacksaw, and then drill out the two 6BA
clearance mounting holes (3.2mm

twist drill). Then the five breaks

directional and is easily blocked by

case. The connection to the trans-

an obstruction such as a human
being. Normally the transmitter

cable which

ing a beam of sound at the re-

is

terminated in

R1 10ki2

R2 220kil

Both }Wcarbon 4%

would be on and would be direct-

ceiver, which would have open

have to be screened.

relay contacts connected in series

If the PP3 battery is found to be
a loose fit inside the case, some
pieces of foam rubber or a similar
material can he used to make it a

with an alarm.
If an intruder should pass down

the corridor or through the door,

firm fit.

the signal to the receiver would be
cut off as they passed through the

sound beam, and then restored

again once they had passed. As the

ADJUSTMENT
In order to obtain maximum
range from the system it is neces-

sary to adjust VR1 to produce

a

frequency of oscillation which coincides with the resonant frequency
of the transducers. If an a.c. milli voltmeter is available, this can

have its input fed from the so far
unused receiver transducer. The

transmitter is then switched on and

beam was restored the relay contacts would close and activate the
alarm.

'the system could probably be
adapted for use in car burglar
alarm circuits. Here it could be
used to switch the alarm on and off

from outside the car without the
need for any external switches or
key switches.

Other applications include the
remote control of garage doors,
radios, televisions, lights, etc., and
there must be many other possible
uses for this system.

See

Vat

Capacitor
C1 470pF polystyrene
Page 108
Integrated Circuit
IC1 CD4001AE or CD4011 cmos quad 2 -input NOR and NAND gates respectively
Miscellaneous
X1 0 AB4OK 40kHz transmitter ultrasonic transducer (see Shop Talk)
B1 9V type PP3
S1 push -to -make, release -to -break type switch --PL1 phono plug

-

Stripboard: 0.1 inch matrix 16 strips x 12 holes; plastic case approximately 120 x 65 x 40mm; PP3 battery clip; 6BA nuts, bolts and washers
(2 off each); wire; solder
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a

phono plug. This lead does not

COMPONENTS
Resistors

transducers would be

SI, the battery clip, and the trans-

ducer is made via a short twin

of the 'components are

two

mounted either side of a door or
corridor. Ultrasonic sound is very

ducer before it is bolted to the

No. 1.
Most

the

drill bit held in the hand.

Next the panel is wired up to

surface of the case using a good
quality adhesive such as Bostik

Ferhaps the most obvious use

With the relay specified in the

Receiver components list

(next

month), mains voltages up to 5

amps can be switched i.e. electrical
appliances rated up to 1200 watts.

If it is required to operate equipment of larger capacity, a suitable
relay will need to be found and
probably a larger case than specified used to house all the circuitry
in the receiver.
For d.c. appliances, the specified
relay contacts can handle 150 watts
(eg 5 amps at 30V, 3 amps at 50V
etc.).

To be continued
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tolerance of 5 per cent and this will be
suitable for this project. They can be

obtained from Watford Electronics, 33/35
Cardiff Road, Watford, Herts. The cost is

60 each including VAT. There

Ultrasonic Remote Control

Another supplier of the 1250pF compression trimmer is Home Radio, 240

Control System are listed in the component list this month but has been costed

costly but is less noticeable if buying more
components. Home Radio have beer

receiving orders for many parts of the

Treasure Locator and are in a position to
offer a complete set of electronic comp°
nents for this project at an inclusive price
of £14.

Also

been

They also tell us that they can supply a
pair of moulded plastic discs that can be

fitted on either side of the coil to offer
protection and produce a professional
looking job. The inclusive price is £1 - 40p
per pair.

appeared in the article and the difficulty

encountered by many in obtaining some of
the components required to complete the
project. We offer our apologies for these
errors and detail below
to be made to the article:

Fig.2, the integrated circuit IC1 is

incorrectly labelled, it should read
MC3360P (as was listed on this page
last month).
2. In the component list under the heading
of capacitors, there are two C15's. The
first of these, 10nF plastic or ceramic
should be deleted.
3. Add to the list of capacitors, C17 0-022µF
plastic or ceramic.
4. IC1

have

components at an inclusive price of £9-99.

article published in last month's issue due
mainly to a number of technical errors that

1. In

Arrow Electronics

supplying parts for this project and are
able to offer a complete set of electronic

AN ENORMOUS number of enquiries
resulted from the Treasure Locator

in the component list should be

ammended to read MC3360P.
5. In Fig.3, the capacitor labelled C17
should be labelled C16.

Treasure Locator Component
Suppliers
Components that proved difficult to
obtain were C3, C4 20nF silver mica

108

are

available

with

a

to include the receiver transducer as these
are only sold in pairs.
As far as we know, the type specified is

only available from Arrow Electronics
Ltd.,

Leader House, Coptfold Road,
Brentwood, Essex. The price for a pair of
transducers is £5.29 which includes VAT,
postage and packing. Order as RL400PP.
Arrow Electronics plan to offer a set of
electronic components for the complete

system-transmitter and receiver. More
details of this will be available next month.

Find The Pair
No component buying problems are

envisaged for the Find The Pair project as

all are considered to be "standard" and
will be available from many sources.

obtain them from Watford Electronics at

a cost of £1.51 for the 10pF type 804
trimmer and 23p for the 30pF beehive
trimmer. Both prices include VAT. Add
25p to cover post and packing.

The component list specifies a potentiometer/switch combination (VR2/S1)
fitted with a single -pole switch. There is
no reason why the more readily available
d.p.d.t. type cannot be used and one half
of the switch ignored.
The two field effect transistors TR1 and
TR2 may have unfamiliar type numbers
but are generally available as was borne
out by the first three lists of semiconductors that we looked at, these being Maplin
Electronic Supplies, Watford Electronics
and Marshalls.

If trouble is encountered in locating a
telescopic aerial, Maplin and Home Radio

Not many components are required to

value

Remote

nents should be readily available. Trimmer

construct the Probe -less Continuity Tester

required

Ultrasonic

capacitors are items that often cause
supply problems and this project uses
two. If you experience any difficulty in
obtaining these two devices, you can

obtained being 10nF. Two of this value can
be wired in parallel to provide the required
20nF but this will prove to be very
expensive.

However, Mylar film capacitors of the

of the

The V.H.F. Portable Radio has the highest

amateur market the highest value to be

markings on these capacitors was Yamoto
Nissei .02 on a green body. We have been
unable to trace a supplier of these.

mitter part

component count amongst this month's
constructional projects but most compo-

list these in their catalogues. The latter

Tolerance was not marked. The only

System
Only the components for the trans-

V.H.F. Portable Radio

capacitors 1 or 2 per cent or polyester with
1 per cent tolerance; C2 1250pF compression trimmer; C16 50p F air spaced trimmer.
Dealing with these in order our investigations proved that 20nF siver mica
capacitors are not available on the

Closer Inspection of the protoype unit
revealed that polyester types were used.

case will undoubtedly be called for.

is a

London Road, Mitcham, Surrey. The cost is

New products and component
buying for constructional projects.

6 volt battery can be used but a larger

postage and packing charge of 25p on all
orders under £10. You can also obtain the
1250pF compression trimmer and 50p F air
spaced trimmer from this firm for a cost of
41p and £1.52 respectively.

60p including VAT but the postage and
packing charge is rather on the high side
-85p. This makes the single item very

By Brian Terrell

cells and its small physical size. Any other

also hold stocks of Universal chassis.

The versatile Oryx
Model

18

bench

vice

Adjustable Vice
A precision made bench vice which
should interest both the model making
and electronic constructor enthusiast is
now available from Greenwood Electronics, manufacturers of professional
soldering irons and equipment.

The Oryx Model 1B vice Is a versatile

Probe -less Continuity Tester
and none should be difficult to obtain.

The battery used in the prototype PX-28
Is a silver oxide type and should be available from camera shops and stores such
as Boots. We contacted Dixons Photographic to find that this can be obtained
from them for a cost of £1.68.

As you will notice this is a large proportion of the total cost of the project;
fortunately it is not essential-It was
chosen for its longer life than standard

tool with 89mm jaws and is fully adjustable
to rotate through 360 degrees and can be
locked in any position. The vice Is equipped

with nylon jaw linings giving a firm grip
with no damage to the work piece. Jaw
linings are replaceable.

The main components of the vice are
cast in high tensile strength lightweight
alloy and finished In stove enamelled

green.
Cost of the Oryx 1B bench vice is £19.95

plus VAT at 8 per cent and is available
from Greenwood Electronics, Dept E.E.,

Portman Road, Reading, Berks, RG3 1NE.
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INTRODUCTION
IF

YOU

have

ever

ing chemicals, is removed and the
top washed out. The plastic protrusior. is then cut back to give more
available space in the tube. A

START

HERE FOR
CONSTRUCTION

wondered

whether a fuse is blown, the
polarity of a diode, the type of

metal disc, preferably of copper

or aluminium, and of approximately

25mm diameter is then attached
to the plastic top using a 20mm
6BA bolt. Finally file a slot and

a transistor, if a capacitor is holding charge, or if a wire has a break
in

it, and you have gone to get

dri] the holes for the slide switch.
Most of the components includ-

your multimeter and then had to
juggle with the two probes, the

component, and tried to watch the
meter at the same time, this instrument should appeal to you.

In the time it took you in the
past to dial an ohms range, with
this instrument your testing will
be complete. You hold the instrument, which acts as one "probe",
in one hand and your other hand
becomes the other "probe". So if
you can hold, or touch the component, you can test it. A light
emitting diode is provided which

ing the battery are mounted on a

small piece of 0.1 inch pitch strip board 10 strips by 19 holes. It has
to be cut oversize then filed down
until the board makes a tight fit in

The case is made from an aluminium tube in which one gram
vitamin C tablets are sold. Firstly
the paint is removed using wire

the tube. Next break the copper
strips at the points indicated in
Fig. 2. The battery should be fitted

wool. The cardboard in the plastic

first, leads are soldered on to the

top, which retains moisture absorb -

gives a quick, yes or no, indication.

42GoDAA1c4.04

HOW IT WORKS...
The component under test and the resistance due to one's body are placed
in series when the component Is held against the contact disc. This completes the circuit (if there is an electrical path through the component)
and current flows into the amplifiers. This is only a minute current but is
sufficient to cause a much larger current to flow through the light emitting
diode, illuminating it to show continuity.
CASE

BODY RESISTANCE

COMPONENT
uNDER TEST

114\

ESTIMATED COST
OF COMPONENTS

VV

V
CURRENT

AMPLIFIERS
CONTACT DISC

22850
battery contacts, as the battery
life should be long. The battery is
held in place by two loops of wire.
Next all the connecting wires should

be soldered to the board, remembering to make them long enough

fcr the top to be removed and
the board withdrawn while the
switch is fixed in position.

If the connecting wires used are
small enough pass them through
the holes on the stripboard, so they

appear from the copper side of
the board. When the board is inserted in the tube, these wires will

IT
By C. J.

Everyda
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Pttakieeso

CONTINUITY TESTER
EXPANDED
POLYSTYRENE

Photograph of the prototype component board.
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Fig. 2. The layout of the components on the stripboard and
the breaks to be made along the copper strips on the under-

side. Above left shows wiring up to the disc and switch
within the tubular case. Note the expanded polystyrene
insulating washer below Sl.
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TR1 UNDERSIDE
VIEW
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then curl underneath the board
and not tangle up in the com-

ponents. A loop of strong cotton

should also be attached to the

board to facilitate the removal of
the board in the future. If a tag is

used to connect the wire to the

bolt holding the disc in place, the
top can easily be replaced with a
top which has a length of 6BA rod

sharpened at one end to make a
probe.
Solder

the remaining components on the board using a heat -

shunt on the leads of the transis-

tors and l.e.d. which should now be
connected to its appropriate wires.

Then bolt the switch in position,
ensuring it is off before doing so,

Fig. 1.

Tester.

place a piece of expanded polysty-

rene in the tube to ensure the
switch

and

board

are

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

always

separated. If the board has been
made too small the polystyrene can

be replaced with a circular piece

The complete circuit diagram Dt the Probe -less Continuity

The circuit is basically a very

high gain d.c. amplifier with a light
emitting diode as its load. In order

to achieve very high gain and a

high input impedance two transistors are used in a Darlington pair
configuration. The circuit diagram
is shown in Fig. 1. This arrange-

The prototype viewed
from the disc end.

R1

27041

R2
R3

2.71d1
100f1

108

All resistors are carbon *W
± 10%

Semiconductors
TR1
BC108 silicon npn
TR2
BC108 silicon npn
D1
TIL209 light emitting

diode
Miscellaneous
B1

6V silver oxide battery

type PX-28
S1

d.p.d.t. miniature slide
switch

Shipboard 0.1 inch matrix, 10

strips x 19 holes; copper or

aluminium disc 25mm diameter; case (see text); 6BA
hardware; small length of 6B A
rod; 6BA solder tag; con-

necting wire; plastic sleeving;
solder.

combined with the circuit being

the base current of TR2, so the
total gain is approximately equal

the I.e.d. largely independent of
the resistance of the person using

gains of TR1 and TR2.

fuses,

When testing a component the
case is held in one hand and the
component touched against the
metal disc with the other. In this

way the base current for TR1

flows through you (it is limited to
17µA) and the component. Resis-

tor R1 is included to ensure that
the circuit cannot be damaged by
accidental shorting of the case to

Resistors

pared with the resistance of the

person using the instrument. This

designed to put TR2 into saturation

to the product of the individual

See

emitter load for TR1. In this way
the input impedance is large com-

ment provides very high gain as

the emitter current of TR1 becomes

COMPONENTS

type of transistor configuration
is very high as the input impedance of TR2 becomes the

the disc. This base current is amplified and illuminates the light
emitting diode.
The input impedar.ce of this

of wood with a groove cut to sup-

port the board. Now place the

easily, makes the brightness of

the instrument. So when testing

diode action, transistor
junctions and continuity the action
is very positive. On the other hand
when testing capacitors, they can

actually be seen to charge up as

the time constant is very large due
to the high input impedance.
Although the silver oxide

battery used to drive the circuit
is expensive, a significant current

is only taken from it during the
short time the l.e.d. is on, the
battery should therefore last two

or three years even with frequent
use.

wiring, the battery polarity and
that of the l.e.d. If all is well the

board in the tube, ensuring that if

tester is then ready for use.

plastic sleeving on the leads of the

LIMITATIONS
Due to the necessity of making
the tester's action independent of
the resistance of the person using

the transistors have metal cases
they are not touching the metal
tube. It is also advisable to place
transistors, as a safegiard against
short circuits. Once a hole is made
for the l.e.d. it should be held in
place with Araldite or similar glue.

When this has set, the top can be

put on and the instrument tested.
Switch on, hold the case in one
hand and touch the metal disc with
your other hand. The l.e.d. should
light up. If it does not recheck the
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it, only a very small current, in
the order of 2 or 3µA, needs to
flow to light the l.e.d. This means
that components with leakage currents of this order cannot be
tested; this usually applies to

germanium devices and not the
more common silicon ones.
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... FOR BEGINNERS
WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU -

NO MATTER HOW NON -TECHNICAL
YOU MAY BE, JUST READ ON !

IDENTIFYING COMPONENTS
Electronic components come in
an enormous range of shapes, colours

and sizes with their values and type
numbers either printed on the body,
colour coded or numerically coded.

The newcomer to electronic construction may at first be bewildered when
opening a package of components but

a short time should be able to

in

instantly recognise components and

readily "decipher" their values.
This month we shall deal with the
most commonplace basic passive com-

ponents namely resistors, and capacitors to aid identification together

with circuit connection details.
RESISTORS

Resistors are generally cylindrical

in shape with a connection lead emerg-

ing from each end and can be connected in circuit either way round.

Some resistors are made specifically
for p.c.b. construction and have short
preformed leads pointing in the same
direction, but these are rarely featured

in these pages and are not readily

available on the amateur market. You

may see these in surplus stores on
computer panels, etc.

The value of the resistor is either

in the form of a colour code (see Data
Card given free with last month's
issue) or simply printed on the side.
Printed values can be straight forward

such as 6.8kO or 180ft or may be
coded e.g. 1k2 (1.2 Kilohms) 5R6 (5.6

ohms) M47 (0.47 megohms or 470
kilohms).

CAPACITORS
Capacitors can broadly be split into
two categories, non -electrolytic and
electrolytic types.

The former are colour coded or

have their values printed on the body.
They come in a multitude of shapes,
sizes and colours depending to a large
extent on their composition which
can be: polyester, ceramic, silver
mica, paper, metallised foil, poly carbonate, plastic foil, polystyrene,

mixed dielectric mylar film carbonate, to mention the common types,
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see Fig. 1 for some examples.
Most non -electrolytic capacitors

A

have their values printed directly on

the body i.e. 680pF (picofarads),
0 .22UF or MFD (microfarads).
You may find some capacitors
marked itiLF (especially high quality
types) eg. 3940w1F. This is another
way of writing 394QpF. Alternatively

B

this can be read as 3.94nF (nano farads). Sometimes a K is printed
together with the number. eg. 22K;
this is 22,000pF or could be read as
22nF.

It is not uncommon nowadays to
receive Russian manufactured capacitors and in particular ceramic plate
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E

D

types where the value on the body

may read 3H3 or

10H; these are
3.3nF and lOnF respectively.

C280 series use colour coding to indicate the value in nanofarads. See the
Data Gard given in last month's issue
for details.
Also marked on the body is the
working voltage 250V, 63V etc. The
value of the voltage across the

capacitor should never exceed this
value, but can usually be any value
below it. Non -electrolytic capacitors

are not polarity conscious, that is to
say they can be connected in circuit

G

H

I 14reafa;..,,
I

Fig. 1. A selection of non -electrolytic
capacitors: A plastic (polypropylene);
B polycarbonate; C metallised paper;
D and E ceramic plate; F, G, H and I
metallised polyester film; J polystyrene; K disc ceramic.

either way round.
Electrolytic capacitors are easily
recognised by their physical size
(quite large) and by the fact that they
are enclosed in a metal case (usually
covered in a plastic sleeve. One lead

is connected to the metal case, this

being the - ve terminal while the
+ve lead is marked on the case with
a "+" sign. An annular indentation
at one end also marks the +ve lead.
The value is always printed on the
body together with the working
voltage (colour coding is never used).

to the capacitor are
either axial wires (one from each end)
Connections

or radial wires or tags (both from
same end).

Electrolytic capacitors are polarity
conscious and must be connected in
the circuit the right way round otherwise they can be destroyed. See Fig.
for a selection of electrolytic
capacitors.
2,

Fig. 2. Electrolytic capacitors: A 200014F

50V; B 2200µF 25V; C 1000µF 40V;
100µF 40V; E 33µF 25V; 100/4F 6V;
10µF 10V tantalum.
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different loudspeakers. It has recently
bee-) proved by the BBC Research Depart-

ment that if two loudspeakers are com-

pared side by side, and one of those
loudspeakers has a bad dip in it's frequency response, the human ear will
compensate for this dip (rather like the

automatic gain control of a radio) and thus
make the other loudspeaker, which has a
gocd, flat response, sound horribly peaky!

Mcratorium
Another approach to reviewing is to
start with the question, "Is the product
suitable for a given purpose?" But this
brings personal opinion into the matter.

By ADRIAN HOPE
ACURIOUS situation has arisen in the
hi fi field over recent years. What was
once a semi -cottage industry, with firms
turning out only a few hundred amplifiers,
tuners or loudspeakers a week to meet the
demands of only a relatively few devoted
enthusiasts, has now become a full-scale
industry with mass production. Increasing
sales of equipment have created increasing

interest in hi fi as a hobby in its own right
and this increased interest has stimulated
the growth of a whole new industry-hi fi
journalism. As even a casual glance
round your local bookstall will show, there
is now an extremely wide range of different
journals. The disease has also spread to
the Continent, with almost as many

French magazines and some very im-

pressive publications from Germany and
Italy.

Although it is easy for a production line
to churn out more amplifiers and tuners to
meet increased demand, it is far less easy
for journalists to do likewise with interesting copy. So there is a continual search in
the hi fl world for new authors with something interesting and accurate to say. Inevitably some mistakes have been made,
and less -than -accurate statements have
found their way into print.

his advertising literature. This is useful,
provided the reader understands that
small variations between claimed and
actual specification (e.g. 99 watts output is
measured instead of 100 watts claimed) is
significant only in the strictly legal context

of the Trade Descriptions Act. The im-

portant point to watch here is for re-

Indeed, one AES member went so far as
to propose a moratorium on all measurements. "Electronics is a technical subject,
but hi fi is not," he said. "Measuring the
per'ormance characteristics of a piece of
hi fi equipment is as pointless as counting
the number of words used in the first act
of Hamlet. In each case it is the sound
tha matters."
Currently there is a move afoot to form a
club of accredited reviewers. But so fa! no
one has agreed on what the basic minimum requirements should be for entry.
One thing is certain, whatever the requirehave
shan't be a member.
neither the ability nor the test gear to

ments,

I

I

equipment, and
review on a technical level.
measure

thus

never

viewers' measurements that drastically
differ from those claimed. Such differences

may be as a result either of poor Quality
Control on the part of the manufacturer (in

which case the reviewer has taught the

X -Rays

Columns like these can be a useful

potential buyer something useful), or
reliance by the manufacturer on outdated

clearing house for information. A topic to
be looked at in the future is the possible
detrimental effect that X-rays, as used for

heard of and hardly an encouragement to
buy his products).

heavy dose security checks at airports and
docks, can have on electronic equipment

The other main possibility is that the

such as transistors, i.c.s, and perhaps

reviewer is an amateur working with poor
or mis-used equipment. Peter Walker, of
the British firm, Quad, cited the example
of how the incorrect use of 3 -terminal (i.e.
common earth) testing equipment across
the input and output of a 4 -terminal amplifier (i.e. without common earth) can
drastically and quite unfairly increase the
distortion measurements of that amplifier.

even liquid crystal displays. If any readers,
so far unaware of this phenomenon,
suddenly find two and two making five, for
ins-ance by recalling how a calculator or

electronic watch went haywire after a

measuring equipment (certainly not un-

Peter Walker also pointed to another

pitfall for

the

reviewer

inexperienced

trying to compare the performance of

Reviewing
In some cases, without doubt, serious
damage has been done to the reputation of

essentially good products, and some essentially bad products have been quite
unreasonably lauded. The whole business
of "amateur" reviewing of sophisticated
equipment has been causing such concern, not only to reputable manufacturers
but also to professional journalists and
reviewers, that it was made the subject of
an Audio Engineering Society meeting.
Some interesting points were brought
up, that readers should bear in mind when
using published technical reviews as a
guide to what equipment they buy.

security check at an airport, I'd be pleased
to hear of them, C/O EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS.

In the meantime, just to be on the safe
side it might be worth trying to have any
such equipment you are carrying abroad
handled like film-that is examined by
hand, rather than X-rayed.

Frobophone (September '77)

There is link missing between pins 2 and 6 of the
i.c.

in the circuit ciagram of Fig. 7. This is shown

correctly on the PCB and stripboard layouts. In the
components ist resistors R1 and R2 have been interchanged, the values are correct on the circuit diagram.

In Fig. 2, the stript oard layout, the two wires to the
left hand tag and wiper of VR1 should be transposed.
The PCB layout is correct. On the circuit diagram of
Fig. 7 the va ues for the presets are given as 20k11
although in the components list they are 22k11.

Although either va ue would work in the circuit, the
22k0 presets are more readily available. On the PCB

layout for the keyboard, the wire which is annoted
TO PROBE should in fact go to the circuit board.
Enlarger Timer (October 1977)

In Fig. 3 on page 80, an additional break needs to

Quality Control

be made or the underside of the stripboard at

One approach to reviewing is simply to
check the specification of a piece of equip-

location J22 add D2 should be reversed.
Treasure Locator (October 1977). See Shop Talk

ment as claimed by the manufacturer in
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needle will indicate a figure above zero
volts, but nowhere near the peak voltage of
the wave.

Waveforms
Now sometimes we need to know the
peak voltage; sometimes we need to know
the peak -to -peak voltage, which is twice
the peak; sometimes we need to know the
power in the current. It all depends. With a

sinewave it's all pretty easy; if we know
one, we can work out the others, but with

other waveforms it can get tricky.
For peak -to -peak measurements we
really need a calibrated oscilloscope. If our

scope is rot calibrated, we can do it for
ourselves with the aid of a signal generator. We set the output of the generator at
(say) 4 volts peak -peak and then adjust

the trace on the scope so that it traces
exactly over 4 squares on the graticule,
Fig. 3. Each square is thus equal to 1 volt.

We make no further adjustments to the
scope, but apply the unknown a.c. signal
to it, thus by counting off the squares the
peak -peak voltage can be measured.
This technique applies to any sort of a.c.

signal, even with the datum above or
below zero volts.

r
By DERRICK DAINES
ANY oscilloscope will show that an

GENERATOR 10v P -P

alternating current varies or alter-

nates about zero volts. For example, the
heating element (63 volts) of a transformer. Other less usual alternating currents

OSCILLOSCOPE

Fig. 3. Calibrating an oscilloscope with the
aid of a signal generator.

may vary about a datum line that is measur-

ably above or below zero volts, while yet
others are square, triangular, spiky or any
combination of these, Fig. 1. All are
loosely termed alternating currents al-

though strictly the term should be restricted to those in which the polarity
changes every half-cycle-that is, those
that alternate about zero volts.

Power
Fig.

The power of an a.c. signal is a different
matter. Power is the ability to do work and

2. Measuring a.c. voltages with this

type of set-up, false readings are obtained.

as our experiments on static electricity
have shown us, we can have spikes of

enormous voltage but little power. Model
train enthusiasts will have come across

A.C. measurement
If

a multimeter is placed across an

the "pulse power" technique in which

alternating current the needle will show no

pulses of high voltage for a model train are

deflection if both halves of the cycle are
equal because the needle does not have
sufficient time to respond before the
current changes. In currents derived ulti-

applied continuously, but because they
are "off" for as long as they are "on", the
model loco creeps along the track and
does not race. It is worth noting here that
the power of a square wave alternating

mately from the house mains, for example,

the 6.3 volt valve -heating tap of a trans-

about zero volts is the same as the power
in direct current of the same voltage since

former, the current changes at 50Hz
(hertz, or cycles per second) in a smooth

the polarity has nothing to do with the

sinewave and this is far too fast for the
needle to respond to. If one half of the

0

power available.

Mathematics has shown us that the

power in a sinewave is based on the

cycle is cut out or earthed as in Fig. 2, the

+V

PEAK -TO

IV

-PEAK
0.707V

0

PEAK V

-551111
POWER AVAILABLE

-v
Fig. 1. Examples of different waveforms as
seen on the screen of an oscilloscope.
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Fig. 4. The perfect sinewave. Note the different relationships. A square wave has also been
drawn to compare with.
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square root of 2, which is 1.414; Fig. 4

should make the relationships clear. The
power available at any instant is based on
the voltage, represented by the height of
the curve above or below the line. If such a
sinewave is traced onto graph paper and
the squares counted, it will be found that

4,,v DC

240V

the average (or mean) is 0.707 of the height
of the peak above and 0.707 of the depth
below. Twice 0.707 is 1.414. In other
words, the effective voltage of a sinewave

BI

SIMILAR
L AMPS

is 0.707 time the peak voltage. (Note the
terminology; peak voltage is half the peak to -peak voltage.)

Fig. 5. Circuit arrangement to prove that the effective voltage of a sinewave Is 0.707
times the peak voltage. In terms of power. 6 3V a.c. is equal to 4.45V d.c.!

Heating effect
Another way of looking at the whole
thing is to say that the power contained in
an alternating current is based upon the
effective voltage and that the power is the
same as that in a direct current which will

will serve to illustrate the point.
Obtain a bell transformer driven from
the mains, with a 6.3V output. Connect a
suitable 6.3 volt lamp to this, Fig. 5.
Adjacent to it mount another 6.3 volt lamp

these conditions both are consuming the

A suitable method is a variable resistor in

resistance of the meter, plus human error.

connected to a source of variable d.c.

series with three or four cel batteries.

produce the same amount of heat in a
given resistor as that of the a.c. current

Adjust the variable resistor until the two
lamps are of a similar brilliance. Under

under consideration. A simple experiment

same amount of power and a measurement

acrcss the terminals of the second lamp-

with the lamp removed-will reveal that

the voltage here is roughly 4.5 volts, any

discrepancy being due to the different
The experiment shows hat in the a.c.

circuit, 6.3 x 0.707 equals 4.45-the
effective voltage!

WIREBOARD
I

C-1

often find that stripboard is hard to get and

when I eventually do find a supplier it is very expensive. To solve this problem I have made an alternative, wireboard. Take a piece of wood the same size
as the stripboarci, mark on it a matrix of lines about

1.

44,

10mm apart, bang nails in at these points and join
them with tinned copper wire. You then have a per-

fect piece of wireboard which, in my opinion,

is

equally as good as stripboard.

0
lksmori

D. Strong,
Tiverton,
Devon

Readers' Bright Ideas; any idea that is published
will be awarded payment according to its merit. The
ideas have not been proved by us.

BUOYANCY SWITCH
After reading the article on the Sight & Sound Fish
Attractor in the June issue of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS,

SOLDERING IRON STAND

A simple and useful soldering iron stand can be
made very simply by using two crossed nails in a
block of wood. The diagram shows the arrangement.
In use it is a simple matter to rest the iron between
the two nails.

G. Duggan,
New Ross,
Co. Wexford

I came up with another method of switching the unit
on and off and so replace the gravity switch. Details
of my construction are shown below.

When the unit is submerged in the water, the pingpong ball will try to float to the surface thus bending

one brass strip against the other thereby "making"
the switch and turning on the unit. If this method is
adopted a heavier bed -weight might be needed.

David Hewitt,
Headington,
Oxford

THIN BRASS STRIP

PING-PONG BALL

CLEANING PCB HOLES

When using copper -clad printed circuit board, it

can be very difficult to clear the holes of solder when
it is required to replace any component. Take a fairly
large pin, which you sometimes get from a new shirt,
PLASTIC
WASHERS

SOLDER TAG
N CONTACT

SOLDER TAG & BOLT
INSULATED FROM LID

WITH LID

and using the pointed end push it through the hole

with the aid of a soldering iron.
The solder is then wiped away leaving a clean hole.
J. R. Hunt,
Eastbourne,
East Sussex

TO CIRCUIT BOARD
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CIRCUIT MODULE CONSTRUCTION
THIS month we continue by describing how to
construct the first set of modules to be used

ARC) A

in the series. These are the LED, 1000,,F CAPACITOR
PNP and NPN modules. Also described is the foundation for all our experiments; the module board. When

conducting any experiments, the modules to be used
are placed on the module board, interconnections are
then made easily to the supply lines, etc.

CIRCUIT MODULES
In our experiments we shall need to connect the

INI001

TR. 209

ii

same transistors, diodes, etc. into many different cir-

cuits. These components are delicate and easily

330(1

damaged by excessive heat. So to protect them against
repeated handling and soldering we shall make them

up into small sub -assemblies, which we shall call
modules, each with its own individual soldering points
and some built-in protection against overload. In this

way, the delicate components need only be soldered
once. Afterwards, all soldering will be done to the
soldering points, which are not the same as the com-

ponent lead -outs but are separated from them by
lengths of wire or resistors.

LED MODULE
Our first circuit module is for a light emitting diode
(1.e.d.) the circuit is shown in Fig. 2.1. This is a kind

of lamp which lights up when the right amount of
current is passed through it, in the right direction. If
an l.e.d. is connected straight across the battery it
takes too much current and is destroyed.
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O. POSITION OF NAILS OR PINS

Circuit diagram for the LED module. Fig.
2.2 (right). Full size under card used for the module. This
Fig. 2.1 (left).

may be traced and used as a template.

To avoid this we shall connect a resistance of 330
ohms permanently in series with the l.e.d. and afterwards make all connections in such a way that this
330 ohms is in the path of the current. This limits the
amount of current to a value which is quite safe for
the l.e.d. specified (and for most other types too). This
protective resistance alone may not be enough, however. We have said that the I.e.d. acts as a lamp if the
right current is passed through it in the right
direction.
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CARD B

The top card required for the LED module. Again this is drawn full size and may be used as a template. After
the symbol and lettering has been finished. it can be sprayed with a colour of the constructor's choice. Shown alongside
is a photograph of the completed module.
Fig. 2.3.

If current flows in the wrong direction the 1.e.d.

turn the board over, and insert them through the

include a second protective device. This will allow cur-

right through, as far as they will go. You are now

may again be destroyed. To avoid this, we shall

holes they made on the back of the board. Pull them

rent to flow only in one direction. Any current in the
reverse direction will be blocked. Provided that we
connect this second device to the l.e.d. in the right
way, it will be impossible for current td flow except
in the right direction. This second protective device
is a silicon junction diode of a kind designed to pass
easily the sort of current needed to light the l.e.d.

ready to wire up the boards on the diagram side.
Bend over the pointed ends so that the points press
against the shanks, out of harm's way. If you have

CONSTRUCTION
Two methods of construction may be used by the
reader, one is by using pins in hardboard, the second
uses nails in plywood. Both methods will be described
in detail for the LED module only. It is therefore
up to the constructor to decide which method is best
suited to his needs.

USING PINS
Refer to Fig.

2.2

this shows full size the card

required to be fixed to the base and method of wiring
up, the same layout is used either for the hardboard
or plywood version. First, draw the layout onto stiff
white card and then stick it down on the base. If you
are using hardboard stick it to the rough side.
We need to hold the pins firmly in the hardboard

otherwise any strain imposed on the pins will pull
them out and possibly damage the components. We
therefore use a simple trick. Instead of inserting the
pins into the board from above we shall insert them
from below, and pull the shanks through as far as
they will go. The heads then prevent the pins from
being pulled out.

Insert the pins through the appropriate points on

the diagram, pushing or knocking them deep enough

for their points to come through the back of the

board. To hold the pin steady when hammering grip

it with pliers near its head. Now pull the pins out,
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found, from earlier soldering, that your pins take

solder very easily, you can proceed to the wiring up.
If not, tin the lowest parts of the shanks first. Next
attach the plain connections. Use tinned copper wire
except in the case of connections which cross others:
use insulated wire for these. Do not stretch the wire
tightly between the pins: leave it loose.
As you solder, slide the wire down the stem of the
pin to press against the base, and hold it there with
pliers or the tip of screwdriver until the solder
hardens.
Next connect the resistor, then the diode and finally

the l.e.d. It may help to tin the ends of their leads

first. When doing this grip the lead you are working
on firmly with the pliers, so that heat running along
the lead from the iron towards the body of the component is diverted into the pliers. Use the same technique whenever you solder a component, especially a
semiconductor or a plastic capacitor.
Make sure that you identify the anode and cathode
of the diode and l.e.d. and connect them to the appropriate points. Similarly with any silicon diode you
might substitute for the IN4001.
Most silicon diodes have a band of colour printed
round their body near the cathode. Some have the
cathode marked with a + sign. Light emitting diodes
usua_ly have a "flat" on the plastic casing near the
cathode, also, the cathode lead may be shorter than
the anode lead. Solder the l.e.d. so that its plastic body
sticks up above the board. Stick some cardboard over
the back of the board to insulate the pinheads. Cut off
or bend over all pins except the four at each corner.
Cut a piece of cardboard to fit the module and cut
holes to slide over the shanks of the four long pins,
also make a hole for the l.e.d. to poke through.
Mark the stiff white card on top of the components
with the signs and letters shown in Fig. 2.3 and fit it,
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by working the shanks of the four pins through the
holes. Turn the module over and press a small blob of
Blu-Tak to the plain cardboard near each corner. This
anchors the module when it is placed on your baseboard.

To avoid snagging yourself on the bent over points
of the four long pins, fill the loops with solder.

USING NAILS
Once again draw the layout shown in Fig. 2.2 and
stick this down on your piece of plywood. Hammer
one inch long veneer pins through the points on the
card indicated. The components are then mounted on
the nails using our newly found soldering technique
as shown in Fig. 2.2 only this time the short nails are
cut off whereas in the previous method the pins were
bent over. The same card shown in Fig. 2.3 is then
placed on top of the components, only this time small
pilot holes are made at the appropriate points and
forced over the long nails.
The following wiring -up order, designed to minimise
the risk to components, should be used for all modules
and circuits.
1. Bare wires

2. Insulated wires
3. Resistors
4. Capacitors
5. Semiconductors.

MODULE BOARD
We said in Part One that we are going to use a

"module board" as the "base" for doing our experi-

ments. The size and materials have already been
mentioned all that remains is to describe the actual
PINS OR NAILS

BULB HOLDER

BULB

MODULE BOARD

base. It does not matter which shape the holder is, it

just depends on the type supplied with the kit of

components.
Once this has been done your module board is ready
for use.

Having made your LED module you can now light
the l.e.d. by connecting it to the battery. However, it
will be as well first to take a precaution against shorting the battery and damaging it. The safety device we
shall use is a 6.3V or 8V 300mA (0.3A) bulb connected permanently between the positive terminal of

the battery and any circuit you are using. Fig. 2.5.
C

LPI
6.3V
0.3A

EP
I

1

19v

TA
Fig. 2.5.

A

Circuit diagram of the Module Board. Compare

this with the layout of Fig. 2.4.

Therefore the " +" battery terminal (B) is not to be
connected to anything but the bulb. Battery power
for circuits is to be taken from point C. If A and C
are shorted the bulb lights brightly (at any rate if the
battery is new) and may quickly burn out if left on.
The battery will quickly run down, too, so disconnect
instantly if the bulb ever lights up.
The use of a bulb holder will enable you to switch

the power on and off by screwing in or unscrewing
the bulb. Connections to the battery terminals can be
press connector.

So far we have two modules; a series string of ten
1 kilohm resistors and an LED module with protective
diode and resistor.

Used in combination these two modules give a
rough and ready support to the idea that resistance

tends to reduce the flow of current.
Connecting the LED module to the battery supply.
Positive to positive and negative to negative will make
it light up, connecting it the wrong way round won't.
BATTERY
CLIP

TINNED COPPER WIRE

Fig. 2.4.

The layout of the Module Board. This is made

from a piece of 15mm fibreboard or similar material measur-

ing 305 x 216mm. The tinned copper wire "supply lines"
should be raised above the board, soldered close to the
heads of the pins or nails as possible.

construction. The module board material is covered

with a sheet of white card the layout is shown in

Fig. 2.4. The only components to be soldered onto the
board is the supply lines from the battery and the bulb
holder.

Although the board was sprayed blue in our particular case there is no reason why the colour cannot
be changed.
Begin by banging in nails or pins, whichever method

you have chosen, and solder the tinned copper wire

to the pins. Screw the bulb holder firmly to the
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Now take your chain of lkIt resistors and connect
the negative end to the negative supply and the positive end of the LED to various points along the chain
from the positive end downwards as shown in Fig. 2.6.
The arrow -head and wiggly line on the diagram indicate a movable connection. The l.e.d. gets progressively dimmer as you move down the chain towards
the negative end. On point 3 it scarcely lights, and it
does not light at all on 2 and 1. Naturally, not on 0
either, because it is "shorted".

With the resistor chain across the battery each

resistance uses up one -tenth of the battery's voltage.
So for a 10V battery each resistance absorbs 1V. Tap

10 is then at 10V, being connected straight to the
battery. Tap 9 is at 9V, tap 8 at 8V and so on. Tap 1

is at 1V, but more than 1V is required to light the

l.e.d. Tap 2 is at 2V, but about 2.4V is needed. On Tap
3 (3V) it should light. Of course, as soon as the l.e.d.

lights, the current it now passes upsets all the voltages along the resistor chain. This is because the
current in the l.e.d. must flow through all the series
resistances above the tap to which it is connected.
This additional current further increases the voltages
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absorbed by these resistances, leaving less voltage for
the l.e.d. itself than would normally be found at whatever tap it is connected to.

current. We do lot have such an instrument, but by
using a simple trick we can achieve the same result.
The trick involves the use of a new circuit element.
This is called capacitance and the component which

RESISTOR CHAIN

embodies it is called a capacitor.

CONSTRUCTION
Make up two 10004 CAPACITOR modules as shown

RESISTOR
CHAIN

1

in Fig. 2.8. Each module carries the standard circuit
symbol for the component. The white plate is positive
and the black plate negative. We shall use these capacitors to collect and store voltages from our RESISTOR
CHAIN.

LED

To illustrate what happens when a capacitance is
charged by a battery via a resistance a water -flow
analogy is helpful, Fig. 2.9. The battery is a water
tank whose water level is kept constant. The level
corresponds to the voltage. The capacitor is a container with an inlet at the bottom and the resistance
is the pipe. You can see that, however wide or narrow,

long or short the pipe may be, water flows into the
container until the level is the same as in the water
tank. Then stops. Using a longer or narrower pipe
(that is, increasing the resistance) slows down the
process. But given enough time, the container must

Demonstrating the effect that any resistance tends to
reduce the flow of current. Fig. 2.7. (Right). If the RESISTOR
CHAIN has one end unconnected-no current flows.
Fig. 2.6.

With the RESISTOR CHAIN connected with its bottom

end floating as in Fig. 2.7 no current flows until the
LED is connected. So there is no voltage loss in the
resistances and the bottom end is at the full battery

SMALL
CONTAINER

voltage, say 10V. Naturally when the LED is connected

to the bottom tap and current flows through the

resistor chain this voltage is drastically reduced. If
the bottom end of the resistor chain is not connected
to the negative end of the battery, but left "floating"
the full 10V must appear at point 0. However, as soon

as anything is connected between 0 and negative,

current flow in the resistors reduces the voltages.
If you had a perfect voltmeter, you could prove by

measurement that with one end the resistor chain

floating (and no LED) the full battery voltage really
does appear at the floating end of the chain, despite
the resistances. A perfect voltmeter should draw no

The water -flow analogy shown here is helpful in
understanding how a capacitor is charged.
Fig. 2.9.

fill to the same level, however high

the resistance. If you think about
it, you will see that when the tap
is First opened water flows into the
11

t
..11111M.

1000p F
,16V
.10

empty container quickly, but as
the container fills the flow is
slowed down. This is because the
water in the container is now pressing down on the inlet, opposing the
inward flow. This effective "head
of water" is the difference between
the level in the tank and the level

in the battery. As the container

-

Fig. 2.8.

41111.0.

The 1000/4F capacitor module. Only one card is required for each
module, and Is shown full size.
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fills this head of water is reduced.
When the container is nearly full
the flow is very small indeed. Perhaps the container never gets quite

filled up to the tank level, even
down to the last drop!
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The equivalent electrical circuit shown in Fig.
2.10 shows the same sort of behaviour. When the
switch S is first closed, there is no voltage on the

If the capacitor is connected across any three
adjacent resistors, making sure to connect the positive
plate to whichever of the resistors is nearest the posi-

tive end, it will, given time, charge up to whatever
voltage exists across the three resistors. After that,
it will take no further current and so will not upset
the voltages at all. Having charged the 1000/AF to the

true voltage you can then remove it and apply it to
I

v

the LED.

Experiment with the 1000pF and LED, comparing
voltages across equal numbers of adjacent resistors.

Also, prove that when the 0 end of the chain of
Fig. 2.10. The equivalent electrical circuit of Fig. 2.9.

capacitance. So the full battery voltage V drives current through R. But as soon as any voltage builds up
in C, it opposes V and the current decreases. When
the capacitor is charged to very nearly V, the current
through R is very small. Perhaps C never quite gets
charged to V, though obviously it can be charged to

resistors is disconnected and the 1000yF is charged
via the whole chain for a long enough time the flash
is as great as when the 1000/1F is charged directly
from the battery. Also, get an idea of the charging
time by connecting the LED as shown dotted then

tapping the 1000r4F to the same points. The LED goes
out then comes on again when C is charged. By now

If the complete RESISTOR CHAIN is used, making a

you will have realised that although these "1000/AF
and LED" tests give a rough indication of circuit voltages they are not precise or convenient. In particular,
the short durations of the flashes make careful comparisons difficult. The problem is that the charge in
the 1000/1F is used up too rapidly. The LED takes too
much current, and quickly drains it away.
What is needed is some way of slowing down this
discharge of C. A much larger C would achieve this
but then it would take longer to charge, too, which

almost completely to the battery voltage.
Before using newly bought electrolytics it is advisable to connect them to the battery for a few minutes,
observing polarity. This reforms the oxide film if it
has deteriorated in storage. A charged 1000/AF,
applied to the LED with the correct polarity produces
a brief flash of light. Check that your 1000,AF modules
are holding their charge by leaving them disconnected
for 5 minutes after charging and then applying them
to the LED. If they fail this test discard them.

Fig. 2.12. Simple method of reducing the current taken by
the LED, is by using a current amplifier.

something so close to V that it makes no practical

difference.
Anyway, it is clear that if we charge our 1000pF

module via a resistance it will eventually charge to
the battery voltage, as near as makes no difference.

total of 10kil it takes about 30 seconds to charge

You can now connect your RESISTOR CHAIN across

the battery, Fig. 2.11. Charge a 1000/AF from various

might be tedious. A better way is not to apply the

experiment with the RESISTOR CHAIN connected across

1000 times, then only a thousandth of the current

points, apply to the LED and see the flash. Equal
flashes should indicate equal voltages. Your earlier

1000pF to the LED directly, but via a current amplifier
Fig. 2.12. If the current from the 10001AF is amplified

needed to light the LED need be taken, and it will take
1000 times as long to discharge.

TRANSISTOR MODULES
A transistor is a current amplifier. A transistor is
a device with three connections Fig. 2.13. A small
input current flowing between base(b) and emitter(e)

makes a much larger current flow from the battery
through collector(c) and emitter(e), typically 100
times larger. This amplified current can be made to
Fig. 2.11.

Lighting the LED with a charged 1000,uF module.

light up the LED.

the battery showed that the voltage drop across the
bottom three resistors is just enough to turn on the

LED. In fact the drop across any three adjacent resistors just lights the LED. (Test this.) You know, however, that the voltages in the RESISTOR CHAIN are
changed when the LED is connected. So you cannot be

sure that this test gives a true picture of the way in

which the battery voltage is shared between the series
resistors.
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e

Circuit symbol for a transistor. The current flow
of each path is shown by the arrows.
Fig. 2.13.
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Details of the NPN module. Construction is the same for the previous modules. Both cards are shown full size. Be extra
careful when soldering the transistor.
Fig. 2.14.

CARD B

CARD A

MR 33011

Fig. 2.15.

The PNP module. This is constructed in the same manner as the NPN module. So be careful not to get them mixed up!

CIRCUIT MODULE
CONSTRUCTION

Two photographs of the NPN and
PNP modules.
It is preferable if the two are sprayed
In different colours. This then
provides a further aid to identification.
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to

LED

PNP

LED

mr

__L_
b NPN

T

LED

Testing each of the NPN and PNP modules. If you do
not get the correct results. re -check the wiring and in particular that of the
transistors.

We now make up three transistor modules, two NPN
and one PNP. Each consists of a transistor, protective

resistors, and pins (or nails) for making the

con-

nections. Construction is as before; pins, plain connections, resistors, and finally the transistors. The
circuit of each module and their construction are
shown in Figs. 2.14 and 2.15.

Be careful to connect the transistors correctly as
shown. The BC108 has a tag on it's case which is a
marker for the emitter lead(e). Similarly the flat on
the 2N3702 serves the same purpose. Use pliers or

tweezers as a heat shunt when soldering and blow on
the joint as soon as it is made, to cool it. Mark the top
of the modules as shown.

Now connect the LED, the resistor chain and one

NPN module as shown in Fig. 2.16. You should find that
the LED lights when the base(b) of the NPN module is
connected to any tap on the RESISTOR CHAIN except for
0. This means that the current flowing into the base of
the NPN module is enough, after amplification to light
the LED, even when the voltage from the RESISTOR

is only 1 volt. We found earlier that it takes

over 2 volts to turn the LED on. Evidently less than 1
volt will turn on the transistor in the NPN module.
Now test the PNP module by connecting the modules
as shown in Fig. 2.17. This time you should find that
the LED lights on all taps expect 10.
Reconnect the NPN/LED modules as shown in Fig.
2.18. But this time instead of connecting the base(b)

to the resistor chain, charge up one of the 1000/AF

b NPN

TO

T

7-1-e

Figs. 2.18 and 17.

CHAIN

mOOuF

0

Fig. 2.18.

An improvement on the circuit of Fig. 2.11.
This time the LED stays illuminated for a longer
period of time.

QUESTIONS
1. Most silicon diodes have a band of colour printed round
the;
a. middle
b. cathode end
c. anode end

2. When wiring up circuits, semiconductors should be
connected;
a. last
b. first
c. after the resistors
3.

If a 12 volt battery is connected to a 2 kilohm and a
kilohm resistors in series, the voltaga across the
kilohm resistor is;

from a point at +18Vdc to a point at +5Vdc. Which of
these capacitors is most likely to be suitable?
a. 10pF 10V electrolytic
b. 560pF polystyrene
c. 3.3mF 100V electrolytic

5. The typical current amplification of a transistor is;
a. 100
b. 5
c. 3000

6. A potential divider of 10 kilohms and 2 kilohms divides
it's input voltage by;
a. 3
b. 6
c. 5
Answers next month

This is a much better arrangement than just the
capacitor and the LED module. The time that the

LED stays illuminated now gives some indication of
the voltage. Even so, it is not an entirely satisfactory
way of measuring voltages. For one thing, the duration of the LED is not exactly proportional to the volt-

age. If it were, then it would last ten times as long

for a 10 volt charge as for a 1 volt charge, but it
doesn't, then again timing the LED is rather tedious.
Have you been wasting your time? Not at all.

Next month we shall return to the subject of resistance and
capacitance, but in greater detail.
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1

a. 4 volts
b. 6 volts
c. 8 volts
4. A capacitor is required to pass audio frequency voltages

capacitor modules from the RESISTOR CHAIN (any tap-

ping will do) and then transfer the charged capacitor
to the base(b) of the NPN module. The LED now lights
for a length of time which will vary depending on the
amount of charge in the capacitor.

1
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THE super -regenerative type of

v.h.f. receiver is of particular

interest on the grounds of
simplicity (compared with a
superhet) and the ease with which
it can be adapted to cover a
wanted range of frequencies. It

has high sensitivity, is relatively
inexpensive to build, and has no

I

ganging or trimming difficulties. It
lacks the selectivity of a superhet,

in
Gog)Altick.

4°

-ve

ESTIMATED COST
OF COMPONENTS

but this does not generally prove
to be too important over the range

£10
excluding

of about 55MHz to 198MHz or so
which can be tuned here.
The present design has been well

case

proven and tested, and although

we make no

claims about the
quality of reproduction, it will give

the constructor an insight to what
goes on at v.h.f. frequencies. For
this reason no set frequency band
has been mentioned, instead

a

table of values for particular cornponents has been provided

together with the associated fre-

quency range covered in each case.

PEAK

It should therefore be clear to the
constructor that the present design
can be modified to cover any frequency desired, within the frequency ranges shown and is suited

to those who wish to experiment
with radio reception within the
v.h.f. bands.

as for 6BA bolts to secure the sides
by their flanges, and for the audio
board. Correct fitting for the latter

can be obtained by drilling the

board and metal panel together, in
advance.

The receiver front was finished
by securing fabric over the speaker

opening with adhesive, bolts for

the audio board having been fitted
with lock nuts. These bolts are
countersunk, as are those holding

the tag strips, this part of the

front being covered with selfadhesive material.

Bolts to secure the aerial pass

through

a

insulating

strip of

material and insulating washers.

RADIO

This side is bolted on when wiring

START

HERE FOR
CONSTRUCTION

is finished.

RF WIRING

The layout of the r.f. section is
shown in Fig 2. Note that Cl, C2
and C3 should be tubular or disc

ceramics, which are convenient for
their small size, this type may also
be used in other positions. Connections to Cl, C2, C3, C5, C6, and C8,
in particular, should be as short as
CASE

possible.

The trimmer C6

is

soldered

150 X 100 X 50mm universal chassis,

directly to the solder tags of C5,
and a stout wire just clearing the
moving plates goes to the rotor
tag. Note that TR1 and TR2 have
different drain, gate and source
lead positions. A tag on one bolt
holding the aerial is connected to

First cut a hole about 45 to 50mm
in diameter for the speaker, which

TR1 gate.

This can be done with a large

be kept close against the metal

This needs to be prepared first,
as the r.f. section is built directly
onto the front panel. The box is a

with an extra 150 x 100mm flat
plate for the back. All the major
dimensions are shown in Fig. 1.

Resistor R3, and the leads to

is near the bottom of the panel.

VR1 wiper and C9 to VR2 should

chassis punch, with an adjustable
hole or tank cutter, or by drilling a

panel.

ring of small holes and cutting

away the excess metal. Also drill or
punch holes for C5, VR1 and VR2,

and for the two tagstrips, as well
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Of various transistors tried, the

BF244 was found best for TR1, and
an MPF102 for TR2. True, equivalents should be suitable, but

similar types intended for lower
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frequencies (such as the 2N5459/
MPF105) ceased to regenerate at
frequencies over about 100MHz so

HOW IT WORKS...
Signals induced into the aerial are selected by the tuned cir-

cannot be used here. There is of
course no reason why different

cuit. This part of the circuit consists of a coil and variable

capacitor to select the required frequency. The signal is then
passed via a buffer amplifier which merely isolates the aerial
from the remainder of the circuit. The selected signal is then
rectified by the detector which consists of a transistor which
goes in and out of oscillation at the working frequency. The rate
of oscillation is controlled by the regeneration control. The
detected signal is then passed to the audio amplifier where it is

types cannot be tried.

COIL CONSTRUCTION
Coil Ll is wound with solid
insulated wire, and has two turns
fairly close together, with an out-

AERIAL

amplified to a sufficient level to drive a loudspeaker.

side diameter of about 10mm or

FEGENERATION

0-4in.

The second coil, L2 is of similar

diameter, and can be 18s.w.g. or
20s.w.g. wire.
With three

turns, spaced to
occupy about 15mm coverage was
155 to 165MHz with C6 fully unscrewed. Screwing C6 down lowers
the frequency.

A

A coil with four turns, 15mm

long, covers approximately 130 to
155MHz with C6 fully unscrewed,
this changing to 115 to 130 MHz with
C6 slightly screwed down, and 85 to
115MHz with C6 nearly half
closed.

Stretching or compressing L2

alter the frequency
coverage. Amateur 2 -metre signals
will be found around 145MHz. Coil
Ll is placed quite close to L2, but
will

also

not so near that regeneration is

not obtained.

TiNED

BUFFER

CIRCUIT

AMPL,IER

The radio frequency choke L3

consists of approximately 40 turns
of 42s.w.g. enamelled copper wire,

wound side by side, on a 4mm
diameter insulated former. A 2.2

megohm resistor, was actually
used, with the 42s.w.g. wire

soldered to the resistor leads. The
choke was not found to be critical,
and can be wound on a small piece
of insulating material. The winding
should

not

be

covered

with

adhesive, varnish, or wax.
Although not exactly a coil,

capacitor C7 needs to be constructed from wire. It consists of
two insulated wires twisted tightly

together for a length of 50mm.
The two

free ends are then
soldered to the appropriate points

on the wiring diagram. On no
account should a single piece of

wire be used, it could short out the
transistor.

85
63

12 --1

30

A

I- -LT-

A = 3mm DIA.
B = 9mm DIA.

57

C = 11mm DIA.
4

DIA. OF HOLE TO
SUIT SPEAKER
40

lil

Fig. 1. The front panel with major dimensions. This is shown with
the Inside facing the reader. A photograph of the prototype component board and other front panel components is shown right.
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11.111 PEE RADIO
AEI

FRONT PANEL

9

000s
TR1

000

0

TR2

TR3

e

rc0

c

TR4

SPOT

St

TR58.6

TO BI

UNDERSIDE VIEWS

00000000000
0
Od
00

111,110

0 0 0672a)0 0 0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0-41.111-0

0
0

R7

0
b

R9

0
0

O

0

RI2

TR5

-1111. 4111111-* 4,40
RI6

R17

111771171111
LS1

Co
TR6 0

0
16111111111111111111111111111111

0

ifi r 111111111111111CH11611111TITHIMIIIII

00000000
TO BI-

1111111111111111111111

9:

0

Fig. 2. Complete wiring details for the V.H.F. Porta Dle Radio. The audio board is mounted on two long spacers arranged to
clear the speaker underneath. The two insulated wires which form C7 should be arranged to point down towards the audio

board. It will then be easier to adjust.
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COMPONENTSResistors
R1

47ko

R10

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

180i1

R11

560n

R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17

1

lokn
15kil
5.6kL2

1.8MLI

8.2kil
All resistors are carbon

220kil
27041

1.5kn
1-5ki2
680(1
47i2

2.2n
2.2L1

See

± 5%

Potentiometers
4.7kfl lin.
1001a1 log. with single pole switch

VR1

VR2

Page 108

Capacitors
C1

1nF

C9 0.1/AF polyester

C2
C3

1n F
1n F

C10 10nF
C11 4.7nF
C12 0.1µF

and case.

C14 125pF 10V elect.
C15 20nF

type C804)

C6 30p F beehive trimmer
C7

Photograph of the prototype with lid removed. Note the insulator between aerial

polyester
C13 0.47µF polyester

C4 22µF 10V elect.
C5 10pF variable (Jackson

C16 1000/2F 10V elect.

1-5p F see text

C17 470/iF 6.3V elect.
C8 5n F
All low value capacitors are tubular or disc ceramic, except where stated.

Semiconductors
TR5 AC141 germanium npn
TR6 AC142 germanium pnp

TR1 BF244 n -channel f.e.t.
TR2 MPF102 n -channel f.e.t.
TR3 BC108 silicon npn
TR4 BC149 silicon npn

sound is obtained, which ceases
when a signal is tuned in. This

sound, which indicates quenching

of the regeneration, may not be
obtained if C6 is screwed down too

far, or if TR2 cannot operate at
the frequency wanted, or if Ll is
too close to L2. The value of C7

Miscellaneous
AEI telescopic aerial, about 90cm long
L1
two turns insulated wire, 10mm diameter, see text
L2 tour turns 18 s.w.g. wire, 10mm diameter spaced to 15mm,

also influences results, and may if

see text
L3

USING THE RECEIVER
When the receiver is in use, VR1
is rotated until a loud rushing

r.f. choke, 402 turns of 42 s.w.g. wire, wound on a 2.2M11
resistor, see text

PP3 9V battery
LS1 8 ohm 55mm round loudspeaker
Universal chassis 150 x 100 x 50mm; extra flat plate 150mm x 100mm;
plain stripboard 0.15 inch matrix 19 x 14 noles; one 6 -way tagstrip with
B1

wished be substituted by a small
trimmer capacitor instead of the
short insulated wires. Individual
adjustment can then be made, if
wished.
Ideally,

the

hiss

should

be

two tags earthed; one 5 way tagstrip with one tag earthed; two small
round knobs; one large round knob; covering for the front panel; 6BA
hardware; insulating material for aerial; sleeving; connecting wire;

obtained with VR1 rotated clockwise about one-half to two-thirds,
but its setting is not very critical,

solder.

except

for

exceptionally

weak

signals. With signals of ordinary
strength, a type of self-limiting
effect is obtained.

Table 1. Frequency coverage (MHz) for different values of L2 and C6

AUDIO BOARD
both sides of the audio section

Two

Number of turns
Three

Four

Fully Unscrewed

166 to 198

144 to 174

58 to 70

porarily secure two solder tags at

Slightly screwed down

114 to 170

128 to 146

55 to 98

places the wire ends of components

Screwed halfway down

118 to 120

106

to 114

80 to 88

Setting of C6

The frequencies covered in each case are only typical, variations in component tolerances will alter the final results obtained.
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board are shown in Fig 2, and uses
plain 0 15inch matrix board. Tem-

the points marked Mc. In most

will reach to the necessary points
and sleeving only need be added
where wires might touch each
other.

Provide

leads

for

the

speaker and battery connections,
and bring the lead from R7/C11
up through the board, so that
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L.

St

R12 1.5k0

ON/OFF

R13

b5A/2

R3

56011

W

mum

AEI

C17

470pF
C1/

I25pF

270kI2

C16

C13

.4.1000hiF

0.47pF
R8

\\

P8MII

07*

TR1

L2*
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the V.H.F. Portable Radio. The circuit may be logically split into twc sections, the r.f. and a.f. stags s.

generation controlled by VR1. In
operation TR2 goes in and out of
oscillation at a frequency determined by the values of L2, C5 and
C6, this results in high sensitivity,
and a slight background hiss. The
latter ceases when a signal is

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

tuned in.
Detection

RF SECTION
Referring to Fig. 3 this shows (to

of

the

signal

is

arranged by TR2, the gate to

the left of the dotted line), the r.f.

source

junction

providing

the

(radio frequency) section of the actual rectification. The radio fre-

receiver, AE1 being the telescopic
aerial.
Transistor TR1 is operated as a
grounded source amplifier, whose

recommended that the front panel

layout be followed as closely as
possible.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
The circuit of this section is also
shown in Fig. 3 and is to the right
of the dotted line.
Should a receiver f3r headphone

reception be wanted, TR3, with
C11,

C12, R7 and R8 may be

quency choke, C8, C10 and R5 are
provided to filter out any remaining r.f. before the audio is passed
to the amplifier via R6 and C9.
Since we are using a fairly
simple circuit we do not obtain the
full benefits from the hi fi quality

assembled on a small board or tag
strip, and high impedance phones
may be wired in place of R9. With
the full amplifier, TF.3 is the first
a.f. stage, followed by TR4 to drive
the complementary output pair

this method of slope -detection.
The upper limit to the frequency

phones by adding an output jack
socket, but caution should then be

main purpose is to isolate the

aerial from the detector stage.
Bias for the transistor is provided
TR5 and TR6. This provides
by resistor Rl. R2 and R3. Coil of f.m., the mode used on these enough volume for an 8 o7lom or
Ll couples signals from the aerial sort of frequencies. Nevertheless similar speaker fitted in the case.
to the second coil L2. This coil good quality can be obtained by It would be possible to use headtogether with the variable capacitor C5 and trimmer C6 form a

tuned circuit. The trimmer C6 provides some adjustment to the band
covered by C5.
Transistor TR2 is the super regenerative detector, with re-

depends on the individual transistor used for TR2, and short
wiring. For this reason a holder
was used for TR2, and wiring kept
as short as possible. It is therefore
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taken to keep VR2 turned well
back.

This part of the receiver is wired
a board, afterwards fitted
behind the speaker.
on
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it can

connected to VR2.

be

If the layout is followed care-

fully, no difficulty should arise

here. If wished, the amplifier can
be tested by taking an audio input
to R7/C11, keeping this quite low
to avoid overloading.
A piece of insulating material is

fixed to the back of the speaker
with adhesive, as a precaution
against short circuits, and the

board is fixed by the long bolts

previously described, and held with

washers and lock nuts. Space is

left for a PP3 9 volt battery at the
side of the board.
Volume is controlled by VR2 in
Ii1111111111111'11111H1,111111111,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

the usual way, but generally this
will not be turned to maximum,
and advancing VR2 too far may
easily cause
some signals.

overloading

with

The aerial actually fitted extends

to about 86cm, but this is unnecessarily long for the higher

frequencies. There is little adavan-

tage in using a length of more

than about 58 -wavelength at the
working frequency. A dipole or
similar aerial with a feeder can be
used by closing the telescopic

aerial and attaching the feeder
conductors to receiver case and
aerial.

)=1

'.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 II I

I

I

the positive supply and the positive end of
C1. When the unit is switched on, current
will flow through the resistor and charge
up C1. After a certain time the voltage on
C1 will cause TR1 to conduct and operate
the alarm. In this way a player is given a
certain time to complete the course.
Thirty seconds is a reasonable figure.

The reason why
Like many readers I can only praise you

on an excellent magazine, with quite an
interesting and varied selection of projects. But, feel I must say this, why oh
I

why does some bright spark have to
change the size of the magazine two
thirds of the way through the year,
expecially as
six binders.

S.D. Lang,
Stepps,
Glasgow.

D. Walker,
Nottingham

We thank you for your improvements to
the Steady Hand Tester. We are always
pleased to hear from readers who find our
projects interesting, and are able to improve
them.

Improved steady hand

high and low. In practice the switch is

placed across VR1 and R1.
2. A switch can be included between the

collector of TR3 and TL1. This will allow
the buzz to be disconnected if it causes

Thank you for your recent letter, and fo
the fine comments you make concerning
our magazine.

Regarding your criticism of the change to

When building the Steady Hand Tester in

the July issue, I have found the following
improvements can be made;
1. A switch can be included in the circuit
so that sensitivity can be selected between

like many others have all

I

a larger size, we agree with you that the
timing was rather unfortunate. This was a

It's not all electronics!

decision made elsewhere, and was governed

chiefly by the paper supply situation. As

Electrician: Thats an old Volks Wagor
Car owner: Yes, but the problem is that
the VW is only 6 volts,

you will have noted, we have started a new
volume (No. 7) with the September issue,
and the new binder will accommodate 16
issues. Volume 8 will commence in January

have a huge capacity.

normal, we hope!

you have there,

annoyance to other people.

Electrician: Whatl only 6VW, it must

3. A third switch can be included to
provide a "panic" facility. In use the

1979, and then things should be back to

A.W. West,
Potters Green,
Coventry.

switch connects a potentiometer between

JACK PLUG &
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Locating the right pin
combination will produce an
audible tone and flashing lights
By F. G. Saddler

INTRODUCTION
THE

ELECTRONIC

game

HOW IT WORKS...
to be

described here was originally
designed to be used at school fetes

as part of a fund-raising scheme.

By all accounts it was very success:

ful, a small prize being given to

the person who found the pair. Use
is made of two multivibrators, one
operating a pair of lamps, the
other operating a small loudspeaker to indicate a successful

PIN
SELECTORS

attempt. By using two multiway

switches a large number of
different pairs may be switched
into the circuit, this of course

This Find The Pair game cons'sts of two oscillators connected in parallel.
One oscillator will produce an audible tone while the other is wired to cause
two lamps to flash on and off. Normally both oscillators are off. The probes
are used to complete the circuit when they are in contact with the correct
pair of pins (selected by the switches) which then results in the production
of a tone and flashing ligh:s.

being necessary so everyone who
tries to find the pair has an equal

chance, thus foiling the person
with a good memory!

START

3mm ('8 inch) hardboard. The case
is first constructed as a four-sided

HERE FOR
CONSTRUCTION

box, with wood or metal angle at
each of the four corners.

Two pieces of wood are then

screwed to each of the longer sides

Construction can begin with the
case. This has a size of 255 x 115 x
75mm, and is constructed from

thus providing a mounting for the
base. One open end now forms the
top. This is covered with a sheet
of Formica similarly fixed by two
pieces of wood as before. The layout of the top panel really depends

on the choice of the constructor
and the size of components. For
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this reason no drilling dimensions
have been given.
The matrix comprises a sheet of
perforated board, 0.1 inch matrix,

16 x 33 holes. This is fixed to a
small piece of wood 155 x 75 x
12mm, this being mounted on the

Formica panel. A cut-out in the
wood needs to be made to allow
access to the pins on the board, a
similar size cutout is also made in
the Formica; the two panel lamps
and the loudspeaker are similarly
provided with holes in the Formica.
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TO MATRIX (20 CONNECTIONS)

t

t0
St

O

0

0 ,-, 0

-

LPI

52

o
0

O

0

NOT
USED

0

0

NoT
USED

lOmA
©6Y

0.01pF

TR5

0.01pF

1

81

6v

TR4

TR3

BC lob

CS 2.2yr

BCI08

AC 128

LSI
8011

Fig. 1.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit for the
game is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
of two astable multivibrators, one

driving a pair of lamps and the

The complete circuit diagram of the Find The Pair game.

appropriate resistor. However, due
to component tolerances one will

begin to turn on faster than the

other, for the sake of this explanation we will assume that it is TR3
that turns on the faster.

As it does so it will provide a

negative signal to the base of TR4
via C3. This has the effect of turning TR4 off. TR3 thus turns hard on

Capacitor C3 then begins to

through R4 and when
about 0.65V is present at the base
of TR3, TR3 begins to turn on. A
regenerative action similar to that
which has just occurred will now
take place, except that it is TR3
which finishes hard on, and TR4
charge

hard off.

It should now be possible to follow the action of the second multi vibrator, only this time all the

other a loudspeaker. The two
separate multivibrators are similar

while TR4 is held in the off state.

transistors and the other npn.

Since the action of each is virtu-

negative supply voltage, obviously
no further signal can be applied to

ally similar apart from the voltages
being opposite, the npn type, which
is the most common, will be

capacitor therefore charges via R5
until about 0.65V is present at the

enough output to drive a small

signal is applied via C4 to the base
of TR3. This has the effect of turning TR3 hard off, the positive
signal thus produced across R3 is

the matrix of pins. Each switch is

are reversed.
When power is first connected to
the circuit both transistors will
receiving base current via the

TR4, turning it fully on.

in appearance but one uses pnp

described. The operation of the

second multivibrator will then be
easily understood if the voltages

begin to turn on, as both will be

When the potential on the collector

of TR3 has fallen to that of the

the base of TR4 via

C3.

This

base of TR4. TR4 then begins to
turn on, in doing so a negative

fed by way of C3 to the base of

43,

voltages are reversed when read-

ing the above description.
Transistor TRS is a simple amplifier which is used to provide
loudspeaker.
The supply to each multivibrator
is applied via the two switches and

able to select up to ten different
pins, we thus have a total of 100
pins which means 50 pairs. A very
large number indeed, even for any
"memory man"!

etopAivc

.
ESTIMATED COST
OF COMPONENTS

£7
57)

excluding
case

Photograph of the prototype unit showing layout of pin board. loudspeaker and
lamps.
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The underside view of the pin board. The
black "dots" represent the positions of the
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Fig. 2.

Shows the layout of the components on the

two component boards and complete wiring -up
details to the other components.
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vibrators are built separately, one
on tag board the other on a small
piece of stripboard. All the neces-

COMPONENTS'

sary wiring is shown in Fig. 2.

Resistors

2.2kil
R2 2.2k0
R1

R3
R4
R5
R6

WIRING OF THE MATRIX
As shown in Fig. 2, only part of

1

10042
100kO

the matrix is shown. There is a

R7 1000
All resistors are carbon 4W ± 10%

gehop

Tali(

Capacitors
Cl 220/IF 10V elect.
C2

total of 112 veropins mounted on
the perforated board, in a pattern
similar to that shown. There is a
total of 20 connections to be made

1kil

from the switches to the matrix,

the exact wiring details are left to
the constructor, six examples are
shown. It might be a good idea to

Page 108

220,uF 10V elect.

C3 0.01/4F polyester
C4 0.01µF polyester
C5

wire two or three pins together

2.2/LF 10V elect.

and take the connection to one tag

of the switch, similarly with the
other switch several pins may be

Semiconductors
TR1, 2
TR3, 4, 5

AC128 germanium pnp
BC108 silicon npn

wired together. This will then

prove even more difficult to find

Miscellaneous
S1, 2
B1

LS1

the pair.

1 -pole 12 -way rotary switch, two tags unused (2 off)
PP1 6V battery
80 ohm 70mm round loudspeaker

LP1, 2 6V 40mA m.e.s. bulbs complete with lampholders (2 off)
Plain stripboard 0.1 inch matrix 16 x 32 holes; Veropins 112 off; two

PROBES

The probes are made from discarded ball pens which have had
the ink thoroughly cleaned away.
A length of stranded insulated
wire is then pushed down the in-

large round knobs; seven -way tagboard; stripboard 0.1 inch matrix, 10
strips x 24 holes; lmm diameter sleeving for TR1 and TR2; material for
case; hardboard, sizes as required, Formica for front panel, metal or
wood brackets, four strips of softwood, block of wood 150x 75 x 12mm ;
speaker grill (often used as airvents for cupboards); wood screws or
glue as preferred for making case; connecting wire; battery clip; solder.

knocked around too much.
The speaker may either be glued

in place or as in the prototype
solder tags were used, together

with 6BA nuts and bolts to form
clamps which hold the speaker in
place without damaging it.

The two rotary switches are
mounted at one end of the case,
these being provided with two
large

knobs.

The

two

multi -

side of the ink container, the brass
tip is temporarily removed and
mounted in a vice to make solder-

end of the wire
is then carefully soldered to the
ing easier. The

tip. Once the soldered joint has
cooled the pen can then be reassembled.

The remaining end is

constructed in a similar manner.

Finally the case is painted in a

colour of the constructor's choice,
after which the game is then ready
to infuriate those who try to find
the pair!

Photograph of the low frequency oscillator
component board.

The general arrangement is shown
in the photographs.

Sufficient space has been pro-

vided inside the case to mount the
two multivibrators and a battery.

The exact position of each is

a

matter of personal choice, the layout is not critical in any way.
As arranged in the prototype the
two circuit boards are mounted by
means of wood screws to the sides.
A piece of wood may be mounted
across the case to hold the battery

in place, thus preventing it from
damaging the electronics if it is
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The Extra
ordinar
Experiment5
of

Profess
Ernes

Evemure
by nnthony John Bassett
electret unit is not a very ener-

and the Prof. were repairing
some electret condenser micro-

BOB

AUDIO

phones. Whilst the Prof. went to
investigate possible replacements
for an unmarked faulty transistor

which appeared to carry no means
of identification other than a
coloured splodge on top, Bob had
connected the electret unit directly

SIGNAL
SOURCE

through to an audio amplifier by
means of a length of screened

1

Nis
T"

CABLE CAPACITANCE

getic signal source, but a very
sensitive one.

"The sensitivity of the electret
unit is achieved by use of a very
thin diaphragm, typically only a

few thousandths of a millimetre in
thickness and this is what enables
it to give a good audio response

over the entire audible range. In
graph form this is what an ideal

cable.

Fig. 1. A length of screened cable at the
input of an amplifier acts as a capacitor

response (A) would look like (Fig.

still worked quite well, but did not
sound so natural as one where an
f.e.t. pre -amplifier is used between
the electret unit and the audio

(dotted) ac-oss the input.

unit conforms more closely to this
than do most other microphones.

He found that the microphone

amplifier.

CABLE CAPACITANCE
"This is caused by the effects of
the

capacitance

between

the

whereby

the

screen and the inner wire of the
connecting

cable,

they just amplified the signal a bit,
to give more volume without
having any effect, good or bad, on
the tone."
"The f.e.t. pre -amplifier does not
itself have much effect on the tone,
Bob," the Prof. informed him, "but
it does very effectively reduce the
problems caused by cable capaci-

tance. Let us first cons:der what
these problems are, when you
connect up a signal source such

higher audio frequencies tend to
be shunted to the screen and
partially lost. Although you can
compensate for this by turning up

as this electret unit, to an amplifier,

accurate, and as you have just

audio cable."
The Prof. drew a sketch. Fig. 1.

the treble control on the amplifier,
the compensation is usually not

by way of a length of screened

found, Bob, the microphone will
still not sound so natural as one
which is fitted with an f.e.t. preamplifier, even though there is
plenty of treble sound present."
"What is so magical, then Prof.,
about these f.e.t.s? I thought that

"The effect of the cable capaci-

tance is so great that we may as
well represent the cable, in this
diagram, by way of a capacitor
connected between the signal
source and the amplifier. Now it is

important to remember that the
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2), and the output of the electret

RESPONSE CURVES

"However if the electret unit is
connected to a capacitive cable, or
a capacitor as in this diagram (Fig.
1)

it has to charge and discharge

the capacitor at audio frequencies.

This means at the higher audio

frequencies, charging and discharging the capacitor several

thousand times a second. As you
know, Bob, each time a capacitor
is charged it absorbs energy, and
stcres it. At higher frequencies the

rate of absorption of energy by

the capacitor is higher than at the
lower frequencies of the same

amplitude.
`At these higher frequencies the
diaphragm simply does not receive

sufficient energy from the audio
vibration in the air, to charge the

135

LOWER

UPPER

LIMIT

LIMIT

to the capacitance between the screen and
centre wires, although
the microphone will
operate well into an

amplifier input of low

impedance, usually as
low as 600 ohms or even
200 ohms.

"The concept of im-

iL

can

pedance

4

the

basis of a very useful

FREQUENCY

Fig. 2. Typical response curve (A) of an electret microphone. Curve (B) shows effect of capacitive loading each
Input lead and (C) and (B) the results of the attempts to
reduce this effect by boosting the high frequencies by
means of a treble boost control.

capacitor up to the voltage level
represented by the ideal response
curve.

"It needs an additional source of

energy if this is to be achieved,

and in these microphones the
additional source of energy is

usually a 1.5 volt cell. The release
and disposal of this energy in
order to achieve the desired
response is controlled from the

electret unit by means of the f.e.t.
circuit."

The Prof. sketched out a few

more response waves.
"When the electret

unit

is

loaded by the cable capacitance,
the resultant loss of high frequencies would make its response curve
`droop' at the upper end, like
curve B, and when you try to

compensate by turning up the
treble

be

controls,

this

usually

improves matters. However, the
action of the treble control on the
amplifier is unlikely to match the
action of any particular length of
screened audio cable which you
might happen to use, and the

result will be a response curve

with humps and dips in it (curves C
and D), this does not sound quite so

natural as the level curve. This is
the level of response
signifies the least amount of interference with the sound which has
been produced naturally."
because

IMPEDANCE
"Prof., I've quite often seen

references to the use of f.e.t.s for
conversion of signals from a high
impedance source to a low impedance load, but here we do not seem
to be doing this, as the microphone
is connected to a high impedance
input on the audio amplifier."
"Ah, but Bob, here, it is the connecting cable which is of low
impedance at high frequencies due

form

of

'intellectual

shorthand' enabling

people to interconnect
complex items of electronic equipment with-

out having to consider in detail, or

even know, what they are really
doing. This helps enormously by
giving people more confidence in
the handling and setting -up of
electronic equipment whose technical operation they do not understand.

"It will be very interesting to

7
TV GAMES IN FULL COLOUR
At last its here! The new Swanley
colour
kit 1730.
Adds cliff
colours to the
frame, ball, bats and background
of the AY -3-8500 TV games.
AY -3-8500 L6-93. Black and

white TV games kit L11.95.
Rifle kit 14.95. Send sae for our
gigantic free data leaflet.

NEW COMPONENT SERVICE

Resistors 5% carbon E12. I 0 to 10M 4W lip. I W 3p.
P eeeee pots subminiature O IW 100 0 to 4M7 9p.

iomaters 4W 4K7 to 2M2 log or lin. Single
capacitors Ea 63V 22pf
to 8200pf Sip. Ceramic capacitors SOV E6 22pf to
47000pf 3p. Pol
tore 250V E6 .01 to
30p. Dual 93p. Pol

I in! 54p. IS, '22. 33mf 7p. 47mf I 1p. Electrolytic SOV 47, I, 2rnf Sp. 23V 5, lOrnf Sp. 16V 22, 33.

47wF 6p. 100mf 7p. 220, 330mf 9p. 470m( I 1p. 1000mf

18p. Zener diodes 400mW E24 3V3 to 33V Sip.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

6-0-6V 100mA 94p. 9-0-9V 75mA 94p.
0/12/15/20/24/30V IA L35. 12-0-12V SOmA 94p.
0/12/15/20/24/30V 2A 1.511, 6.3V IIA 12'30.
6-0-6V I IA fl 75. 9-0-9V IA 0.31. 12-0-12V IA

(2 69. 15-0-ISV IA L2 89. 30-0-30V IA L359.

PRINTED CIRCUIT KITS ETC.

Contains etching dish, 100 so ins of pc board, I lb
ferric chloride, etch resist pen, drill bit and laminate
cutter 13-95.100 so ins pc board Shp. I lb FeC I LI 05.
Etch resist pen 45p.
IP, ,

S-DIECS AND T-DECS

S-DeC LI 94.. T-DeC 13 6I.
u-DeCA L3.97. u-DeCB L6 67.
IC carriers with sockets:16 dil II -91. 10705 LI -79.

.1(0,4.
.

v.;

wii

.

relate your experiment, Bob, to the
extremely useful concept of impedance. This concept of impedance is
often in order to avoid description

Cambridge scientific programmable L1395. Prog.
library L4,95. Cambridge scientific LIFO. Oxford
scientific 110-60. Mains adaptors L3-10.

various factors which limit the

Stabilised NV 100mA 1320

or detailed consideration of the

transfer of energy from one point
to another. Factors such as capacitance, inductance, resistance, and
mechanical factors such as friction, and inertia which are important in transducers such as the
electret unit we have here.
"In these terms the electret unit
is a high impedance signal source
with a very limited current output.

The input of the f.e.t. pre -amplifier

is an almost ideal match for this,
provided that it is connected with
very short lengths of wire; and the
`source -follower
output of the

action' at the
f.e.t. to match

various lengths of cable, and loads

of both high and low impedance
with very little distortion or loss
of high frequencies."

SINCLAIR CALCULATORS

BATTERY ELIMINATOR BARGAINS
TV GAMES POWER UNIT
3 -WAY MODELS
With switched output. Type 1:-3 44,6V at 100mA
Int 30. Type 2:-6 74/9V 300mA 41'90.
IOOMA RADIO MODELS
With press -stud connectors. 9V 13.45. 6V 43 45.
9V +9V L5.15. 6V +6V L5 IS. NV +NV MI5.

CASSETTE MAINS UNIT

74V with S pin din plug ISOrnA 13-65.

FULLY STABILIZED MODEL L6-40

Switched output of 3674 9V 400mA stabilized.

CAR CONVERTERS I2V INPUT

Output 9V 300mA LI 80. Output 7+V 300mA LI 80.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR KITS
Send sae for free leaflet on range.
100mA radio types with press stud battery terminals.

44V 1.1-10. 6V L2 10. 9V a 10. 44V +NV 1250.
6V +6V 11-50. 9V +9V 1250.
Cassette type 74V 100mA with din plug C110.

Transistor stabilized 8 -way type for low hum.

3,10$ 71 9 12.15;18V. 100mA L3.20. I Amp L640.
Heavy duty 13 -way types 44/61 Elf I I/13,14/17'21'
I Amp, 1445. 2 Amp C7.95.
ter kit Input I2V DC. Output 6 71,9V
Car
istor stabilized L1'95.
DC IA

251213134'42V.

Stabilized Power Kits 3.18V 100mA L3 60. 3-30V
IA L9 '95. 3-60V IA 1I0.95. 3-60V 2A 1I3.95.

BI.PAK AUDIO MODULES

5450 tuner fil 95. AL60 L4.86. PA I-00 1I495.

MK60 audio kit /36 45. Stereo 30 417'95.SPM80L3 75.
BM780 L4 25. Send sae for free data.

FOLLOWER CIRCUITS
"Prof. I have seen that there
are quite a lot of books and maga-

zine articles which describe this
source follower action of f.e.t.s

and I think I will have to study
some of these a little more, as I
did not know how such a simple
circuit can compensate for various

load impedances and conditions.
This simple experiment has really
given me food for thought!"

JCI2 AND JC40 AMPLIFIERS

JCI2 6W IC audio
amp with free data
and printed
circuit LI .95
ao
Also new JC40 20W
model with pcb L3115.
Sensational new IC20. IOW integrated circuit amp
with pcb 12.95.
Send sae for free leaflet on all 3 models and associated
power supply and preamp kits.

FERRANTI ZN414

IC radio chip LI '44. Extra parts and pcb for radio L3 -U.
Case LI. Send sae for free data.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
DEPT. EE, PO BOX 68. 31 GOLDSEL ROAD.
SWANLEY, KENT

To be continued

Post 30p.

Prices include VAT. Official orders wel-

come. Overseas customers deduct 7% on items
marked and II% on others.
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505.,20.

The most powerful
Monolithic IC amplifier
in the world.
20 watts output (continuous sine wave) ...
Less than 0.2% total harmonic distortion at a//powers,
a//frequencies
And totally electronically indestructible!
Until recently, all monolithic IC chips
suffered from two basic design
weaknesses. First, thermal runaway
causing heat to build up as current
increased; and second, short circuiting.
COPPER

BOND 2

K OVA R

BOND I

.- SILICON
,unc1.0n

Standard plastic package with copper slug.

Until the SOC20 IC chip! This
extraordinary new power amplifier chip
is uniquely designed to improve thermal
dissipation. It also has two separate
built-in circuits, one of which measures
on -chip temperature. If this should rise
above 150°C the output transistors are
switched off thus preventing thermal
runaway.

And short circuits? The other circuit
continuously monitors both current and
voltage. If the product of current and
voltage rises above a critical level, the
C

drive is adjusted to bring the transistors
within safe operating limits.
The amplifier can drive speakers of
- maximum power will
any
only fall outside the recommerded
4 it -8 sl range.
And any pin on the chip may be
shorted to any voltage in the system for
any length of time ... and no damage
will occur!

The SOC20 will work on any supply
from 12-44 volts and therefore can be
used for in -car as well as domestic
applications. Apart from its obvious
audio uses the fact that it is DC coupled
throughout makes it ideally suited for
servo systems - in radio -controlled
models for example.

Superb quality ...
extraordinary power

SOC2O's cost £4.95 each, or £7.95 a
pair for, say, stereo applications. Only a
few readily --available components are
needed to build a full amplifier unit.
Of course, the SOC20 comes with a
10 -day money -back guarantee.

The SOC20 isn't only safe ... it's also
extraordinarily sophisticated. Total
harmonic distortion is less than 0.2% at
all powers and all frequencies - and in
normal use is well below 0.1%.
If power is at a premium, use two
SOC20 amplifiers in 'Full Bridge' to give
over 40 watts continuous into 8
speakers.

The SOC20 is naturally guaranteed
unconditionally for one year. Although
with the SOC20's unique patented
design, we think you'll have little cause
to make use of any guarantee!

Specification

Maximum supply voltage
± 22 V (44 V total)
Output power
20 watts continuous 4i1 or 8 I/
Open loop gain
Supply voltage rejection
50 dB
Input noise voltage
4 nV
Number of transistors

COPPER

SOLDERS

Science of Cambridge Ltd, 6 Kings
17:
Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB21SN1

Please send me

(qty)

SOC20 Monolithic IC Amplifiers
(£4.95 each or £7.95 per pair,
inclusive of p&p and VAT at 8%).
I enclose cheque/money order/

postal order for £
Name

Address

18

AI- SILICON

SOC20 plastic package with chip
directly soft -soldered to copper slug.

Science of Cambridge Ltd,
6 Kings Parade,
Cambridge, Cambs., CB21SN.
Tel: Cambridge (0223) 311488.

100 dB

Ca.

junCl.on

Incorporate the SOC20 in your
equipment today!

Supplied with free printed circuit
board, heat sink mounting bracket,
comprehensive instructions, and
suggested applications.
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How ON EARTH DID I MANAGE

?
WITHOUT A HOME RAD/0 CIITALOGUE

I'd been reading Home Radio's adverts for years and kept
telling myself must send off for a copy of their famous
catalogue. But being an expert procrastinator I kept putting
I

muddled along, picking up bits here and pieces
there, often calling at several shops before locating a particular component I needed.
it off.

I

If only I'd got a Home Radio catalogue in the first place-

easy, and with their simple Credit Scheme can order by
phone any time o' day or night, and settle up once a month.
I

Don't dilly daily like did-take the plunge now by sending
the coupon below with £1 40, and in a few days you can
start on a woncerful new era of simplified component
I

buying.

what time, energy and frustration I would have saved myself!

really do wonder now how managed-this catalogue
really has solved my component buying problems. In its
200 pages hardly ever fail to locate just the piece need.
Not surprising when you consider it lists over 5,000 items,
nearly 2,000 of them illustrated. Home Radio Components
Ltd do everything possible to make ordering quick and
I

I

rPlease write your Name and Address ,n block capdals

POST

I

I

/11/S

NAME

COI /Po\

ADORES.%

41.40

We stock all the parts
for the Teach -in Series.

I HOME RADIO (Components) LTD.Dept. EE
2N-240 London Road. Mitcham

Surrey CP4 3mo

(Aeon No

I

London 9'2966

HOME RADIO (Component".) LTD. Dept. E.E. ,234 240 London Rodd MitchAm CR4 3HD

Phone 01-648 8422

GREENWELD
443 Millbrook Road Southampton

SOI OHX

Tel:0(7703) 772501

TEACH -111'78
Complete kit of parts for the
New
Series started last
month. Everything for E13.50
including

Post

Order Early!!

and

VAT.

DEVELOPMENT
PACKS
Buy a complete range of components In
one go and save time and money!'

All packs contain full spec brand new
marked devices, sent by return of post. All
prices include VAT, lust add 25p post for
any quantity.

Kill 50V ceramic plate capacitors, 5%. 10
of each value 22pF to 1000pF. Total 210,

1977178
CATALOGUE
Big new illustrated catalogue
with 50p discount vouchers!
Complete range of resistors,
capacitors, semiconductors,
knobs and boxes, etc., all at
discount prices!! Only 30p
Sp post.

E3 35.

K ISS Extended range, 22pF to 0 1i4F. 330
values
K553 Polyester capacitors, 10 each of these
values. 0 01, 0 015. 0022, 0 033, 0 047,

0068. 0 1, 0 15, 0 22, 0 33, 0 47F. 110
altogether for L4 75.
K 114 Mylar capacitors, min 100V type. 10
each all values from 1000pF to 10,000pF.
Total 130 for IC4 45.

KOSS Tantalum bead capacitors. 10 each
of the following: 0 1, 0 15, 0 22, 0.33, 0 47,
0 68, 1, 2 2, 3 3. 1 7, 6 8, all 35V; 10/25
15/16 22116 33/10 47/6 10013. Total 170 (ants

for E14 ts.

PC ETCHING KIT MK III

Now contain 200 sq. ins. copper clad

board. 11b. Ferric Chloride. OALO etch resist pen. abrasive cleaner, two miniature
drill bits. etching dish and Instructions.

El IS inc. post and VAT.

VERO OFFCUTS

Pack A, All 0 1"
Peck B All 0 15"
Pack C. Mixed

KW Electrolytic capacitors 25V working,
small physical slze. 10 each of these
Popular values:1.2 2, 4 7, 10, 22,47, 1000F.

Learn how to become a radio -

amateur in contact with the whole
world. We give skilled preparation
for the G.P.O. licence.
Brochure, without obligation to

K121 Miniature carbon film 5% resistors,
CR25 or similar. 10 of each value from 108
to 1M, E12 series. Total 610 resistors.
LS N.
K S= Extended range, total 850 resistors
from 18 to 10M LII 30.
KI141 Zener diodes, 400rnW 5°/,. BZYU etc.

inc. post and VAT.

series. Total 280 1 or L115 35.

138

a radio
amateur.

Total 70 for L3 M.

Pack D. All 0 1" Plain
Each pack contains 7 or 8 pieces with a
total area of 100 sq. ins. Each pack is L1 45

Become

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO
& ELECTRONICS SCHOOL,
P.O.Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME

10 of each value from 27V to 36V, E24

ADDRESS

(Brock rem pieeskj
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LIKE

HUNDREDS OF
COMPONENT NEW DORAM
KITAND
SOURCE
COMPONENT
DIRECTORY IDEAS FREE?

a PW pull-out

booklet
MST SflEt1G

This invaluable guide, which folds
into a 24 -page booklet, lists
suppliers of electronic components
and accessories and is just
what you need when you're buying
components.

C

QPAGE

AND HERE'S YOUR
CHANCE TO USE IT

Dorann's new catalogue is one of the great
events of the electronic year, 64 pages of new ideas
in construction kits, capacitors, resistors, semi-

Wide -range Voltmeter

conductors, wires and cables, transformers, plugs
and sockets, hardware, indicators, switches, radio
equipment, tools and test equipment, audio
equipment, books. Al' top quality and terrific value
because you can depend on Doram.

AC -DC, reliable, 6 ranges to 1000V.
Input impedance of 11 MJL plus a
variety of probes for measurement at RF.

RF Resonance Indicator

Doram

indicates resonant frequency of a tuned
circuit up to around 30MHz. Also
selects values of capacitance and
inductance for a given frequency.

Tune in to

PRACTICAL

WIRELESS
November issue on sale 1 October 45p
Everyday Electronics, November 1977

r

TAKE THE SHORTCUT
'res. please rush my free copy of the new
Doram catalogue. I enclose 20p to cover
post and packing.

I Name

I

Address

I

I
I

Post to.

L. .............

E.E. NOV.
Doram Electronics Ltd., PO Box TR8,
Wellington Road Estate, Wellington Bridge, Leeds LS12 2UF
IND MI. =I
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from NEWNES TECHNICAL BOOKS

RADIO CIRCUITS EXPLAINED Gl(liaj.
*

Circuits in mocern radio receivers are examined - from the simple transistor set to
the specialised ii-fi receiver.

Written by one of the best known authors in
radio and electronics.
Invaluable to the radio and audio technician,
student and enthusiast.

Richly illustrated, with a minimum use of
mathematics.
CONTENTS: Block and flow diagrams - R. F. amplifier
and mixer circuits - Frequency changer and r.f. oscillator
circuits - Intermediate frequency circuits - Detector
circuits - Audio amplifier circuits - Power amplifier
circuits - Power supple circuits - Stereo coding and
circuits for decoding - Index.

RECENT TITLES
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO

RADIO - 8th Edition
1977

Gordon J. King
240 pages £2.75

Available now 160 pages

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
I. R. Sinclair
1977 192 pages £2.75

111

111

Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 8PH

NEW CATALOGUE TEACH -IN '78

BURGLAR ALARM

Bell boxes plastic coated steel
Magnetically operated door switch surface type
Magnetically operated door switch flush type
Vibro sensitive switch .
Pressure pads large 29" v 15" 4 wires
Pressure pads stair tread SIMI 4 wires
Aluminium window foil 100ft. self adhesive
Take off block, for window foil per pair
Heavy duty 6" bell 12V

L5 25
Le 65
tl 40

L2 75
L1 75

.

L1 SI

fi 04
E0 44

L7 75
LII OF

.

3" bell .
Key switch single pole + chrome plate
Battery for above large HPI
Kolak horn

L3 (111

L2 Se

LIG N

CONTROL UNITS

L14 H

Battery operated model
Battery / main@ model
B.S. 4737 model battery + mains
D.I.Y. battery model
D.I.V. battery & mains

L111 el

L32 00
E11

L15 66

ALL PRICES + 12)% VAT. NO VAT EXPORTS
DISCOUNTS PER ITEM 5+ 10%, 25+ 15%. 100+ 20%. POST FREE

SAE FREE LIST FOR SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
25 STOCKTON RD. SUNDERLAND, TYNE 8. WEAR. ENG. Tel: 078377825

Small Signal Transistors
Power Semi -conductors
TTL, CMOS, I Cs

Linear I Cs
Signal and Power Diodes
Zener Diodes
Magneto Resistors

Magnetic Proximity Switches
Opto-electronic devices

NEW SERIES. Send L13 IS. Individual
Items - details - 2 , to stamps.

PRODUCTS - illustrations - data - circuit

ideas. Inclusive prices right next to the
Products make ordering easy. No minimum order. Fast - Met class delivery.
All products are stock lines. Includes resistor-, capacitors, trar sisters, ICs, cases.

tools, test equipment hardware, cable,
speakers, connectors etc. SEND NOW
FOR YOUR COPY -1 . Sp stamps.

COMPONENT PACKS

DICE - March. L4 24 inc case.
METRONOME - May. £3.80 inc case.
SOIL MOISTURE - June. 1275 Inc case
a p robe

RESISTORS - x W carbon film. IR - 10M
(250) - tit 20. C250 - mixed polyester capacitors -L220. ELECTROLYTIC caps.
Popular values up to 100µF - £2 N.
CAPACITORS mixed - polystyrene, cera-

mic etc - £2-S0. TRANSISTORS - populer types BC153, BFV51 etc - £3 50.
DIODES - 1N4148, 1N41105, TIL 209 LEDs
etc - £2 50. WIRE - connecting. Mixed
tote sp riliccolour LI v5.0

components.

ASTRO ALARMS

including

Its bigger / better Oxen before. NEW

E2 25

.

For Semi -conductors

Order now from your local bookseller or from

010 NEWNES TECHNICAL BOOKS, Borough Green,

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES (TRADE)

Siren 12V

£5.50

PHONE/DOORBELL
L4.70 inc case.

REPEATER - July.

TOUCH SWITCH - July. £8 40 inc case.
FUZZTONE UNIT - July. LS 75 exc case.

AUDIO PEAK IND - Aug. £2.00. Case
extra 53p.

ADD ON CAPACITANCE UNIT - Sept.
L4'50 Inc case.
Prices Inclusive. Articles extra 25p each.

MAGENTA Electronics Ad., EK10,61 Newton Lays, Burton on Trent, Staffs. DEI S SOW

For passive components

The Open Door to Quality

including

It's the Electrovalue Catalogue No. 8 (4th edition
black and white cover) with completely up -dated
prices. 144 pages, well illustrated and informative.
40p post free with 40p voucher usable on orders

Plastic Film Capacitors
Electrolytics
Semi -precision capacitors

Transformers
Pot Cores

for LS or more. Send for yours now and order
in confidence.

GOODS SENT POST FREE IN U.K. FOR
C.W.O. ORDERS. Keenly competitive prices

plus ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS and only
best quality goods.

R M Cores

Ring Cores etc

ELECTIlinTIE

14 U

ELECTRNWE

ELECTKI ALOE

TO MAKE THE BEST OF

THE PROJECTS YOU BUILD

LTD

(Dept. EE.I I). 28 St. Jude's Rd., Englefield
Green, Egham, Surrey TW20 OHB
Phone Egham 3603. Telex 264475

North -680 Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manch
Phone (061) 432 5945.
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SPINdlia 111N1
Capacitive discharge
electronic igni9on kit

Valve

Amplifier
Circuit Diagrams
Outline Drawings
Exploded Views...
Smoother runniig
Instant all-weather starting
*
*

Continual peak aerformance
Longer coil/battery/plug life
Improved accelE ration/top speeds

* Optimum fuel consumption
Sparkrite Mk. 2 is a high performance, high quality capacitive discharge,
electronic ignition system in kit form. Tried, tested, proven, reliable
and complete. It can be assembled in two or three hours and fitted in
15/30 mins.
Because of the superb design of the Sparkrite circuit it completely
elimirates problems of the contact breaker. There is no misfire due to
contact breaker bounce which i; eliminated electronically by a pulse
suppression circuit whi:h prevents the unit firing if the points bounce
open at high R.P.M. Ccntact breaker burn is eliminated by reducing the

current to about 1/50th of the norm. It will perform equally well with

all you need to know for
constructing Chris Rogers outstanding new valve amplifier.
Then compare the musicality for
yourself with a transistor -type unit!

new, old, or even badly pitted points and is not dependent upon the
dwell time of the contact break ars for recharging the system. Sparkrite
incorporates a short circuit prosected inverter which eliminates the
problems of SCR lock 3n and, therefore, eliminates the possibility of
blowing the transistors or the S=R. (Most capacitive discharge ignitions
are not completely foolproof it this respect). All kits fit vehicles with
coil/distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders.

THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED
Ready drilled pressed steel case coated in matt black epoxy resin, ready
drilled base and heatsink, top cuality 5 year guaranteed transformer
and c3mponents, cables, coil connectors, printed circuit board, nuts,
boils, silicon grease, full instructions to make the kit negative or
positive earth, and 10 page instillation instructions.

Controversial Comparison

OPT ONAL EXTRAS

An evaluation of the new crop of moving -coil phono
cartridges and

their

Electronic/conventional ignitio3 switch,
Gives instant changeover from "Sparkrite- ignition to conventional
ignition for performance comparisons, static timing etc., and will
also synch the ignition off con' pletely as a security device, includes.
switc3 connectors, mounting bracket arid instructions. Cables excluded.
Also wadable RPM limiting costrol for dashboard mounting
(fittei in case on ready built ur it).

complementary voltage step-up

devices. Among those tested are the Fidelity Research
FR 3, Entre I, Sony XL55, Ultimo 10A, and Nakamichi
1000, and 7 others.

Win some Aiwa Super-fi

CALLERS WELCOME. Fo' Crypton tuning and fitting service 'phone 109221 33008

Another big competition, with the new Autumn range of

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST AND PACKING.

Aiwa equipment to be won.

IMPROVE PERFOP.MANCE & ECONOMY NOW
Note-Vehicles with current impulse tachometers (Smiths code on dial
RV1' will require a tachometer pulse slave unit. £3 35 inc. V.A.T. p & p.

Listening with Beyer

E.D.A. 82 BATH STREET, WALSALL, WS1 30E.

A special review of the Beyer infra -red headphone
system.

Amplifiers Examined

POST

This series for the more technically -minded looks t`iis
month at the 'Pulse Width Modulation' philosophy.
We also test Cambridge's P80 amplifier - and the new

ltek k hutoNotita
wife. mallkethi

TODAVI

ma.

Electronics Design Associates, Dept., EE 11
82 Bath Street, Walsall, WS1 3DE. Phone: (0922) 33652
Name

Meridien loudspeaker/power amplifier and pre -amplifier.

Address

I

Mk. 2 OlY Ass. Kit 411 C11.130
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out

I enclose cheque/PO',

fore

Mk. 2 Reedy Built Negative Emth 0 E14.97
Mk. 2 Reedy Built Positive Earns E14.97

Chequ No.

Ignition Changeover switches £4.30
R P.M. Limit systems in above units E2.42

November issue

revilred

Send SAE if brochure
Only, required.
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SMALL ADS

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE
OF CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements
is 16 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box
number 60p extra. Semi -display setting £4.00

per single column centimetre. All cheques,
postal orders, etc., to be mace payable to
Everyday Electronics and crossed "Lloyds Bank

Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent
registered post. Advertisements, together with

C. & M. ELECTRONICS, 60 Marshallstown
Road, Carrickfergus BT38 9DE.
71b ASSORTED COMPONENTS £2.95. Small

audio amplifiers. 3 transistors equivalent to
AC128, 0072, with circuit. 3 for £1. Goods
post paid. List 15p. Refunds on purchase.
Insurance add 15p. J. W. B. Radio, 2 Barn field Crescent, Sale, Cheshire M33 1NL.
TIRRO ELECTRONICS the mail order division of RITRO ELECTRONICS UK offers a

wide range of components for the amateur
enthusiast. Large SAE or 20p brings list.
GRENFELL
PLACE,
BERKS. SL6 1HL.

MAIDENHEAD,

SIL/Rectifiers, Diodes, LED, Thyristors, Tenors, Voltage

Reg, DIL Sockets. Bridge Rectifiers, Potentiometers,
Presets, Triacs, Dlac, Plugs. Sockets, Cable, Vero.
Carefully selected range, excellent despatch service.
Same day turn round. S.A.E. List. Suppliers to A.E.R.E.,
U.K.A.E.A., Government Dept*, Schools. Universities,
Manufacturers. Accounts opened for trade and amateur.
Join the professionals. Phone by 4 p.m. Goods out 1st
class by 5p.m. Try us and prove It!

Flint

ORCHARD
ELECTRONICS
Hon".TTIgenphlionr:itiv=2;r". °"^.

DISCOVER ELECTRONICS. Build twenty
easy projects including; Metal Detector;
Wireless Transmitter; Breathalyser; Miniature Radios; Stethoscope; Lie Detector;
Touch, time switches; Burglar Alarms; etc.
Circuits, plans all for £1.29 including
circuit board. Mail only. Ridley photo/
electronics, Box 62, 111 Rockspark Road,
Uckfield, Sussex.

Advertiser warrants that the advertisement does not conic
any Act of
Parliament nor is it an infringement of
the British Code of Advertising
Practice.

2. Although every care is taken, the
Publishers shall net boilable for clerical
or printers' errors or their consequences.

Miscellaneous

Service Sheets

STYLI, CARTRIDGES & AUDIO LEADS

SERVICE SHEETS for Radio, Television,
Tape Recorders, Stereo, etc. With free

ETC. For the best at keenest prices send
SAE for free list to: FELSTEAD ELEC(EE), Longley Lane,
Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 4EE.

Gatley,

TRONICS

ELECTROLYTICS

fault-finding

guide, from 50p and s.a.e.

Catalogue 25p and s.a.e. Hamilton Radio,
47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

£2.00/100 P&P
20p. J. Bruere, 17 Heald Close, Rochdale.

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICE for service

INSTRUMENT CASES, Loudspeaker
cabinet kits, Teak sleeves for Amplifiers
etc. Post today for free illustrated list to
Curtis Furniture, Junction Road, Totton,

Road, Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423

1.0µF-220/AF

sheets of Radio, TV etc. 75p plus SAE.
Colour TV Service Manuals on request.
SAE with enquiries to BTS, 190 King's
558855.

Hants.

Books and Publications

Ill RESISTORS 7515

1 W 5% c/FILM 2 20-2 2M (E12)

SIMPLIFIED TV REPAIRS. Full repair
instructions individual British sets £4.50,

10 each of any value
Send stamped envelope for free sample
C60 CASSETTES 30p
All Cassettes in Plastic Case
ON CASSETTES 45p
with
index and
Screwed

request free circuit diagram. Stamp brings
details unique TV publications. Ausee, 76
Church Street, Larkhall, Lanarkshire.

Assembly.
All prices include VAT. Add Postage 10p in El
Quantity Discounts
SALOP ELECTRONICS,
10 Units 5%
23 WYLE COP,
50 Units 7%
SHREWSBURY.
100 Units 10%

I.C.s., TTL.C/Mos, Linear, Capacitors, Resistors (Elf)

the express understanding that the

Advertisement Manager, Everyday Electronics,
(Telephone 01-261 5918).

P & P 20p. Send S.A.E. for further lists.

nnnnn t advertisement rate card and on

2. The publishers reserve the right to
refuse or withdraw any advertisement.

Reach Tower, Stamford St., London, SE1 9LS.

SPECIAL OFFER. IN4148 4p, 0A916p, BC107
10p, BC117 20p, BY94 1200V IA diodes 11p,

to the conditions appearing on our

remittance, should be sent to the Classified
Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited, King's

Receivers and Components

1. Advertisements are accepted cubical

Wanted

Tel. 53216

INVENTORS. "Profit from Your Inventior".

Sources of Finance and other assistance.
Details: Large S.A.E. Delta (EV), 15 St.
Mary Street, Southampton, Hants.

20-29

I

lb

2.40

8 oz

4 oz

2 oz

1 .20

-69

-50

2-45
1.60
30-34
2.60
1.70
35-40
2 85
I . YO
Inclusive of p&p and VAT.

82

.59

89

-64
-75

1.04

35529 (Oxon).

WANTED: Issues of "Everyday Electronics"
from November 1971 to September 1977.

Complete set or single issues. Good price.
Please write to Roar Hove, Hyllvegen 11B,

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE

awe
14-19

SURPLUS?? Turn it into cash. Phone: 0491

3408 Tranby, Norway.

For Sale

SAE brings Catalogue of copper and resistance
wires in all coverings.

BARGAIN PACK of 15 miscellaneous transistors plus five diodes. Some unmarked, all
tested. £1 post free. Naughton, 242 St.
Mary's Road, Manchester M10 OAY.

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
PO Box 30, London E4 9BW

Reg. office 22, Coningsby Gardens.

Kits

R. W. ELECTRONICS PRESENT:
For your pleasure or profit EASY TO BUILD Electronic Kits.

NO LICENCE EXAMS NEEDED

To operate this miniature, solid-state
Transmitter -Receiver Kit. Only £9.75
plus 25p P&P.
'Brain -Freeze' em with a MINI STROBE Kit, pocket -sized 'lightning
flashes', vari-speed, for discos and
parties. A mere £4.30 plus 20p P&P.
Experiment with a psychedelic
DREAM LAB, or pick up faint
speech/sounds with the BIG EAR
sound -catcher;
ready-made multi-

function modules. £5.00 each plus
20p P&P.
LOTS MORE! Send 20p for lists.
Prices include
U.K. only).

VAT.

(Mail

order

BOFFIN PROJECTS
4 Cunliffe Road, Stoneleigh
Ewell, Surrey. (E.E.)
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Kit No. 01
E4 OE

100 Watt amplifier based on a design used
by top manufacturers. Complementary symmetry circuit. 1 volt A/C [flood required for
lull output.

Kit No. 113 Power supply kit for Kit 01. Contents: Mains
LS WI
transformer, bridge rectifier, capacitors,

plans and Instructions.

Simple layout using minimum of compo-

nents. 500 Mv. Input for 30 watts out. 35V/2A
Supply required.

Kit No. II

Advanced Guitar pre amp. Includes top
boost and sustain, both
lel for serious
guitar work also bass, treble, pre -sense and
volume controls.

Undifiled Aluminium Chassis else 16" x
21". Suitable for any of the above kits.

x

Kit No. 10 Heavy Duty aluminium finned heat sink for
30W, 100W 0/P transistors. Inc n
reliability.

All transistors, Diodes, Trine, Integrated circuits.

Kit No. OS Power supply kit for Kit No. 4.
El 56
E3 SO

E4 IN

E2 40

Kit No. 114 30 watt Amplifier, one of the most advanced
E3 70
designs available. Uses single I.C. driving
two texas "plastic" power transistors.

Kit No. 6

Kit No. 7

Circuit Boards are supplied with each kit plus plans and
instructions.

Guitar/Disco pre amp. (Suitable for use wills

Please send cash with order.

treble end volume controls. 10 Mv. Input ler
1 volt output.

Postage and packing: 70p for power supplies and 25p for
each other kit.

Kits Nos. 1 & 4.) Features 2 inputs, bass,

R. W. ELECTRONICS MARKETING
143 Lynchford Road, Farnborough, Hampshire
Everyday Electronics, November 1977

Educational
examination and obtain your G3 licence,
with an RAC home study course.

(CLACTON)
LIMITED

When replying to Classified Ad-

vertisements please ensure:
(A) That you have clearly

For

details of this, and other courses (GCE,

professional examinations, etc.), write or
phone: THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE,

Dept.

DENCO

NOTICE TO READERS

COURSES-RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION. City and Guilds. Pass this important

stated

your requirements.
(B) That you have enclosed the right
remittance.
(C) That your name and address is
written in block capitals, and
(D) That Your letter is correctly
addressed to the advertiser.
This will assist advertisers in processing ane despatching orders with

JRI, Tuition House, London SW19

4DS. Tel: 01-947 7272 (Careers Advisory Ser-

vice), or phone for a prospectus only, ring
01-946 1102 (2,4hr recording service).

PLEASE MENTION

Dept. E.E.

357-8-9 OLD ROAD
CLACTON -ON -SEA
ESSEX C015 3RH

Our components are

the minirnt. rn of delay.

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
when replying to advertisements

chosen by technical
authors
and
con-

structors

throughout
for their
performance and reliability,
every
coil
being inspected twice
plus a final test and
near spot-on alignment.
General Catalogue showing full
product range 34p. Overseas Customers 70p, Air -Mail Post Paid.
the

IT'S EASY WHEN YOU KNOW!
To avoid missing your cosy of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS-smioly complete
this order form and hand It to your newsagent.
ORDER FORM

world

To

(name of newsagent)

U.K. & OVERSEAS MANUFACTURERS/STOCKISTS
ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Address

Please rositrm/dollyor priory month one copy of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
until further notice.
My Sterne

Address

Australian Readers Please NoteOur Complete Range of Coils are
available from Watkin Wynne Pty.
Ltd., E.2, Falcon Street, CROWS
NEST, 2065, AUSTRALIA. P.O.
Box 392.

Electronics.

Make a job of
Enrol in the BNf & E School and you'll have an entertaining
and facinating hobby. Stick with it and the opportunities
and the big money await you, if qualified, in every field of
Electronics today. We offer the finest home study train.ng
for all subjects in radio, television, etc., especially for the
CITY AND GUILDS EXAMS (Technicians' Certificates), the
Grad. Brit. I.E.R. Exam; the RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENCE;
P.M.G. Certificates; the R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc.
Also courses in Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers;
Servo -mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
record of exam successes. We are the only privately run
British home study College specialising in electronics
subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without
any obligation.

HIM

Become a
Radio Amateur.
Learn how to become a radio -amateur in
contact with the whole world. We give
skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence.

1=1M1 MIMI IONE MEM MEM IN= MEI 11

Brochure without obligation to

British
National Radio & Electronic School
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.
NAME
ADDRESS
EELI I

IMMO
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Block caps please
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FOR THOSE AWKWARD JOBS!

,FREE!

,
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'\ASCREWGRIP
that holds small
screws and bolts
in position

et -

EL"'

IMMO
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The Famous DENSHI kits
-now even better value
The kits are suitable both for the beginner to gain a wide practical

understanding of electronics and for the more experienced to
carry out many advanced experiments not available elsewhere.
Illustrated is the SR-4ADX kit-over ISO different actual working
projects can be built, dismantled and rebuilt any number of times,
plus any circuits of your own design.

Each component

is

beautifully encapsulated in transparent

AND

electronic symbol. No soldering is
involved with any kit and yet this fantastic versatility is provided.
The kits are complete in every respect, including educational
manuals and batteries. NOTHING ELSE NEEDED.

FREE 48 -PAGE HEATING
SUPPLEMENT

This is the most practical and effective way to learn about

Cut costs and keep cosy. That's the
message for this winter. See what

plastic, engraved with its

electronics-the kits are also first-class testing kits for laying -out
and testing new circuits quickly. There is no danger whatsoever
in the use of these kits.
Add-on kits and spares are available too, to increase the scope
of each kit if required.

SR-IA-I6 different projects-radio receivers and transmitters,

signal injectors and tracers, amplifiers, morse code amplifiers and
transmitters, etc., etc.
L10.75 COMPLETE

various heat sources are costing, ways
of reducing expenditure and still staying warm - and a new gas -fired certralheating system that saves you money
automatically. Great value !

SR -2A-30 different projects-similar to SR -2A but with more
powerful circuits.
113.45 COMPLETE

Also home electrics info, design for a

ST -45-45 different projects-I, 2 and 3 transistor radio receivers
and transmitters of various types, amplifiers, continuity testers.

kitchen and many more real moley-

discontinuity warning devices, electronic birds, guns, metronomes,
sirens, time buzzers, metal detectors, morse amplifiers and transmitters, burglar alarms, etc., etc. This kit features a built-in
loud -speaker and amplifier unit and is ideal for educational

super

bathroom,

building

a

luxury

savi-ig projects.

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, P & P, MANUALS. BATTERIES,

FREE -ENTRY £1,000 VALUE
COMPETITION

etc. NOTHING ELSE TO PAY-FANTASTIC VALUE for
MONEY.

Home insulation products as prizes.

Educational and Trade enquiries welcomed.

ALL IN

Personal callers welcome.

PRACTICAL

purposes.

LIB45 COMPLETE

CHEQUE P.O. (or I Ip for illustrated literature) to: Dept. EE

ELECTRONI-KIT LTD., 20 Bride Lane,
Ludgate Circus, London, EC4Y 8DX
Tel : 353-6430.

HOUSEHOLDER
NOVEMBER ISSUE OUT NOW3Op

Published approximately the third FrkLay of each month by IPC Magasines Ltd.. Fleetway House, Fare nem St., London EC4 4AD. Printed in England by Index Printers Ltd., Dunstable, Owls. Sole Agents
for Austrian, and New Zealand-Gordon and Gotit i Alai> Ltd. South Africa-Centrni Newa Agi nip LW. Everyday Electronic.- is sold mut*, t b. the following conditions n.itnely that it shall not. wIthont the
written coment of the Publishers first given. be lent. resold. hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more then the recommended selling price shown on cover. excluding Eire where the si,11Ing
price Is subject to V.A.T., and that It shall not be lent, resold, or hired out or otherwise disposed of In mutilated condition or In any unanthoriNed cover by way of Trade, or attired to or as part d any
publication or ad, ertising literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.

A. MARSHALL (LONDON) LTD. DEPT. E.E.
LONDON -40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, NW2 3ET
Te,. 01.452 0161

Telex 21492
Tel: 01-723 4242 3

& 325 Edgware Road W2.

GLASGOW -85 West Regent Street, G2 200
Te'. 041-332 4133

BRISTOL -1 Straits Parade, Fishponds Rd. BS16 2LX

9Mdrshall's

Tel 0272 654201

NEW CATALOGUE 77

2ND EDITION FOR AUTUMN
OVER 8,000 LINE ITEMS
Plenty of New Products and Ideas
35p POST PAID (25p to callers)

TOP 400 SEMICONDUCTORS FROM THE LARGEST RANGE IN THE U.K.
EXPRESS M.O. SERVICE BY RETURN POST-all

24696

3S 2N3703

2N697
2N698
214699

30 243704
62 243705
55 2N3706

2N706

211 2N3707

24706A

NI 2N3708
29 243709

2N708
2N709
2N718

SO 2143710

27 2N3711
50 2N3712

24718A
24720A

80 243713
35 243714
30 243715

24914
2N916

24918

38 2143716
25 2143771

24929
2N930
241132

30 2143773
37 2143789

2141613

30 243790

241711

30 2/43791

2141893

31 243792
94 243794

2N2102
242218

33 2143819

242218A

37 2N3620
35 2N3823
36 2N3904
3S 2N3906
25 2N4036
26 2N4037
25 244058
25 244059
25 2N4060

2N2219

242219A
2N2220
242221
2N2221 A
2N2222
2142222A

2N2368
242369

2S 2/44061
25 2144062

242369A
2N2648

242904

242904A
2N2905

242905A
2N2906

75 244126
1

40 2144289
36 2144919
37 2144920
37 2144921
36 2144922

28 244923
35 2N5190

242906A
242907
242907A

25 2145191
25 2145192

2N2924

15 245195

242925
2N3019
2N3053

17 2145245

2143054

60 2145296
70 2145298

2N3055

243390
243391
2N3391 A

55 2N5294

26 245295
20 245447
20 2/45448

243392

20 245449
16 245457

2N3393

15 2145458

243394

15 2N5459
59 2N5484
64 2N5486
81 246027

2N3439
2143440

243441
2N3442
243638
2143638A
243639
243641
243702

45 BC159

35 2146181
16 2146107
16 2146109

30 2N6121
20 2146122
13 2N6123

76 BD116
35 BD131

SO BC160
SS BC161

15 40362
16 40363

It 40406
13 40407
15 40408
16 40409
16 40410
1 20 40411
2 30 40594
2 45 40595
2 SS 40673

12 $0136
12 BD137

65 AF279
75 AF280
50 BC107
55 BC108
70 0C109
60 BC113
70 6C115
75 BC116
NI BC116A
34 BC117
40 BC118
40 BC119
40 BC121
40 130132
15 13C134

IS 130135
10 BC136
32 BC137
33 BC140
20 BC141
34 BC142
38 BC143
GO BC147

45 BC148
42 BC149
50 BC153
38 BC154

41 BCI57

43 BC158

130242

14 130243
11 0D244
14 130245

12 B0246

14 130529

16 BD530
16 BDY20
14 BF115
114
2

EIF
BF11221

16 BF152

IS 8F153

12 u160
BFI61

; 8F166
172

,,B2F,187

17 6",' ;;;
18 6",',',",,,'
24
24 0F17920
30 BF180
40 BF181

13C26213

80 8C263C
85 0C300
15 BC301

:: MP8112

MPSAO5

.;; MPSA56 25 LM373N

2,,,,2,

...; MPSUOS

15 i'Fiii

'. M55U55

14 0F195
13 0F196
20 0F197

20 BC318
22 BC327
20 BC328
30 8C337

I 45 TBA570 1
50 7602341)1 24 TBA5700
7S 7602314

4 ggi

70 7603314

2 20

70 76110N

111 BCY30

MI BCY31
35 BCY32
40 BCY33
30 BCY34
30 BCY38
12 BCY42
12 BCY58
14 BCY59
27 BCY70
27 BCY71
14 BCY72
14 130115

13F2 5
13 131246

1 00 BF254
1 49 BF255
1 00 BF257
1 00 BF258

1 II BF259

2 00 8F459
64 BFR39
25 BFS21A
25 BFS28
25 BFS61
29 BFS98
24 BFX29

49 TIP35A 2 50 LM709N
SO TIP36A 2 80 LM710C
28 T1P41A
70 LM7104
2 64 TIP41C
110
LM723C
1 38 TIP42A
80 LM723N
30 TIP42C 1 94 LM74IC

SS BFX30

30 TIP2955
3S TIP3055
3S TIS43

65 LM74114

55 LM741-8
43 LM747N

38

1 66 T0A651 2 20
1 20 TBA700 1 St
1
56 TBA7000
1

211

1

1 49 TBA7200
75

61

1 44

2 07

1 65 TBA800 1 25

1 10 TBA940 162

Si TAA320A
1

601 TCA160C
92
1 85

TCA1608

011

1

81

75 TA350A 2 48 TCA270 2 2S

IS TAA5211 50 TCA280A
40 TAA5221 90
1 36
40 TAA550 60 TCA290A
Si TAA5601 75
3.13

OF THE WESTWAY FLYOVER. EXTENSIVE STOCK RANGE.

SCHOTTKY

CD40181 15

0040410 96
C040420 96
CD40431 IS

CD40595 45 CD40810 25 74LS02 0 24
CD40601 27
CD40820 25 74LSO4 0 27
CD40631 25 CD40850 111 74LS08 0 24
CD40441 OS CD40660 80 CD40860 81 74LS10 0 24
CD40451 59 CD40674 25 , CD40891 77 74L513 0 6S
CD40461 S2 CD40680 25 CD40930 91 74LS32 0 2S
CD40471 15 CD40690 25 CD40942 13 74L$42 1 01
CD40490 64 CD40700 65 CD40951 19 74LS74 4 48
CD40500 64 CD40710 2S CD40961 10 74LS75 0 60
CD40511 06 CD40720 25 CD45102 110
74LS76111 N
CD40521 Of CD40730 25 CO45112 30 741.1'o5 1 45
CD40531 N CD407511 26 CD45162 00 74L5215 0 411
CD40541 32 CD40761 17 CD45182 IS 74LS00 1 00

C040190 70
CD40201 27
CD/0211 15
CD40221 10
CD40081 10 CD40230 24
CD40090 64 CD40240 84
CD40109 64 CD40250 24
CD40110 24 CD40270 64
CD40120 24 CD40281 02
CD40139 G4 CD40291 30
CD40141 IS CD40300 64
CD40151 15 CD40312 53
CD40160 64 CD40351 34 CD40551 N CD40770 66
CD40171 15 CD40371 10 CD40561 SO CD4071311 25
C0400711 24

VEROBOARD
1 MATRIX COPPER BACKED BOARD
5
4 550p
3 75" it 5"
SSp
42p
3.75" a 3 75" Sep
2-5"a 17"
1 54
3 75"a ll" 1 911
Spot Face Cutters 74p pkt. 36 pins 36p
2

2 5" x 3 75"

Full range incl. ind. board in catalogue

SWITCHES
SPST Np
SPDT 66p

DPDT 70p
DPDT C'off 80p

As above but micro
SPST Sep SPDT SSp DPDT 110p

Full range of rocker, slide and rotary

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT

Antes Irons Mod "C" 15 watt
Stand Et 40 Mod 25 25 watt
Spare tips & elements available
Multicore solder dispenser

E3 40
E3 40
380

switches always in stock.

WE ALSO STOCK MOST
COMPONENTS FOR E.E.
'PROJECTS'

CD45202 N 74LS02 0 Ile
74LS0O 0 24

74L5107

74LS138127
74L5151113
74L$1571 17
74LS1601 4e
74L$1611 SO
74L$1621 SO
74LS1621 SO
74LS1631 91

74LS1641 St
74LS1732.35
74LS1741 20
74LS175I 20
74LS

44

CAPACITORS

Ceramic 63 volt 1pf
to 01 MFD Sp

Polyester C280 250v

01 - I Sp. -15 22 Ilp
33,

47, 10p lot 17p

Full range of mica Polystyre, innin
Polycarbonate. and ,lectrolytics
always in stock.

RESISTORS
10R-10Meg 25w 2p each. Sw 3p each
also 1w 2w 2.5w 5w lOw + metoxide in
stock. See catalogue for full details.

MOTOROLA
SIGNETICS
RCA, SGS

DIGITAL

uilt and tested-requires only switches
and transformer to complete. 12 or 24hr
alarm modules.
MA10021 12 hr Sin display
MS 90
MA100214 24hr Sin display
MA1010E 12hr 84in display
MA1010G 24hr 84in display

E10 DO

£14 Se
E14 SO

CAR CLOCK MODULE
MA1003 Built Tested 12V supply and
four-digir module. Crystal controlled
17 N. Data Sheet Sp + SAE.

DIODES
AA116
AA118
AA119
AA129
AAZ17
8A100
BA102
BA144

8A145
BA154
BA155
BA156
BA157

12

12
14

NI
1$

III
18
12
18
10
12
15
211

rzmwerlilksmeseresese
BA158
BA159
BA202
BAX13
BAX16
08103

BYXIO

38

0A47
0A90
°A91
0A95
0A200
0A202

27

144005

13

10

N4006

11

1111

114001

12
97

07
67

54
20

N914
N916
N4001
N4002
N4003

22

144004

119

51

IR
07
10
30
40
30
29
38

813104

BY126
8Y127
BY182
BY206
BY207

NI

N4148
N4150
N5400
N5401
N5402
N5404

10
10
14

If

14
105

175

It

45406

195
225

OS

N5407
N5408
544

0 44
5 07

07

n

OPTO ELECTRONICS
Full range of Opto devices

3mm Red Ilp, Green 25p, Yellow 25p
5mm Red tip. Green 211O, Yellow 250

MANY MORE TYPES LISTED IN
OUR NEW CATALOGUE-SOLAR
CELLS, L'GHT SWITCHES, etc.
D1SPLA.S 3 segment
Single Double Display
DL704
DL707
DL747
DL750

2 Oil

2 IN
2 50
2 50

3 94
3 SO

3 40
3 10

3" Red
3" Red
5" Red
5

Roc,

74C MOS
74C00
74CO2

74004
74C08
74C10
74C20

74030
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C76

MANY SPECIAL OFFERS TO PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY.

SIEMENS

LOCK MODULES

T11209 19r 100 + pcs 12P

2 ff

NATIONAL

TEXAS
MULLARD

NATIONWIDE SERVICE

1 65 TBA9200
90

FROM

TOOLS
SPRAYS

PRESETS
NEONS
HEAT SINKS
INDICATORS

In our New Catalogue
LEDS

35 TBA820 1 25
52 TBA920 2 90

BRANCH AT 325 EDGWARE ROAD, W2, ABOUT 100 YARDS NORTH

C040000 24
C040010 24
CD40020 24
CD40061 34

METERS

1 44 TBA810 I 25

WHY NOT PAY US A VISIT AT OUR NEW CENTRAL LONDON

CMOS
LOW POWER

CRYSTALS
VALVES
CHOKES
KNOBS
CABLES
CASES
FUSES

2 30

1 40 TBA750 1 58
1
20 TBA7500

40 76660N
60 766664
05

NI

2 70

51

1

45
8033625
TIP31A
gN4:'
30 130547
20 BC548
26 8C549

1

1 18 TBA641B

80 7611514
10 7611614
75 7613114

54 LM374N
54 LM377N
55 L913784
25 76226N
IS MPSU56 60 LM379S
115 762274
15 TIP29A
45 LM380-8 90 76228N
17 TIP29C
60 LM380N
99 765304
le TIP30A
19 LM381A 2 45 7653214
35 TIP30C
65 LM38114 1 60 76533N
50 LM382N 1 25 76544N
35 TIP3IC
66 LM384N 1 45 76545N
40 TIP32A
55 LM386N
80 76546N
75 TIP32C
75 LM3874 1 OS 7655014
24 TIP33A 80 LM388N
94 7655214
24 TIP33C 1 10 LM389N 1 00 76570N
37 TIP34A
90 LM702C
7S 786204
4S TIP34C 1 20 LM709C
65 766504

li' MPSUO6

IS

10 130317

25 LM36ON

35 MPSA06 25 LM37014
,lil MPSA12 40 LM3714
;;; MPSASS 26 LM372N

SO 22F184
15

40 LM323K 6 46 760134 1 59
3 22
45 LM339N 1 40 760131401 31r TBA5600

25. MP8I13

40 SFFIE

15 0C303
15 0C307
20 BC308
20 BC309C

1 IS
30 CA3028B
LM1808 1 92 TAA621 2 15
39
1 28 LM1826 1 7S TAA661A
1.2S CA3028A
LM330114 85
1 50
25
1 OS LM3302N1 40 TAA661B
2S CA3030 1 3S LM3401
70
1 SO
30 CA3030A
LM3900
75 TA A7003 91

54 LM30114
25 MJE340
40 NE566
1 IN TBA530 1 II
25 MJE370
58 LM304 2 45 NE567 I V/ TBA5300
35 MJE371
60 LM3074 85 SAS560 2 50
2 07
30 MJE520
45 LM308C 1 82 SAS570 2 50 TBA540 2 21
so MJE521
115 LM30814
115 S042
1 25 TBA5400
22 MJE29551 SO LM309K 1 115 76001N 1 30
2 30
MJE3055 95 LM317$ 3 00 7600314 2 20 TBA550 3 13
:: MP8111
35 LM3184 2 211 76008K 1 50 TBA5500

17 8F154
14 0F159
5.5

SS TAA61113

45 BRY39
45 BSX20

23 B0241
11

LM748N

2 21 LM1800 1 76

35

4. BFY90

20 130240

45 BC183L
40 BC184

35 CA3020A

SS TAA5702 30

34
2 00 LM3905 1 60 TAA930A
I 20 CA3045 1 40 LM3909
la
130
SO CA3046
89 MC1035 1 75 TAA930B
33 CA3048 2 23 MC1303 1 03
1 30
50 85021
32 CA304. 1 80 MC1304 1 40 TAD100 1 95
64 130105 1 40 CA305.) 2 42 MC1305 1 40 TBA120
7S
65 80205 2 20 CA3u52 1 62 MC1310 1 VI TBA400 2 00
65 ME0402 20 CA3080
75 MC1327 1 S4 TBA500 2 21
44 ME0404 IS CA3080A
MC1330 1 39 TBA5000
45 ME0412
20
1 as mc1350
90
2 30
So ME4102
10 CA3086
114 MC1351 1 20 TBA510 2 21
1 09 ME4104
10 CA.,088 1 70 MC1352 1 10 TBA5100
32 MJ481 1 55 CA308i 2 St MC1458 1 III
2 30
,, MJ490 1 35 CA3090 4 60 NE555
al) TBA520 2 21
,,,MJ4171 1 BS CA3130
118 NE556
1 10 TBA5200
2v MJ2955 1 25 LM301A 67 NE565 I 30
2 311

29 50239

45 BC18.3

14

38 8FY51
40 BFY52
40 BFY53

013140

14

2 85 BCI77
80 BC178
90 BC179
75 00182
45 BC182L

1

38 BFYSO

II 80139

2 90 AC151V
2 SO AC152V SO BC184L
3 10 AC153
SS BC207
3 10 AC153K 55 BC2013
3 50 AC176
SO 80212
20 AC176K
65 BC212L
36 AC187K 64 6C213
38 AC188K 60 8C213L
80 AD161 1 00 BC214
21 AD162 1 00 BC214L
22 AF106
SS BC237
67 AF109
75 BC238
55 AF124
65 BC239
20 AF125
$5 80251
15 AF126
65 13C253
20 AF139
69 EIC257A
17 AF186
50 8C258A
18 AF200 120 BC25913
17 AF239
65 5C261A
AF240

54 BFX87
37 BFX88
37 BFX89

18 813138

CA3320 2 00 LM748-13

20 BFX$4
51 EIFX85

12 130135

7S BC170
75 BC171
7S BC172

3 00 AC126
1 45 AC127

1

35 130132

1 30 BC167
60 BC168
52 BC169

26 2N3772 2 00 AC128

2N1131

2141647

15 2146126
15 40361

WE STOCK MORE

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

orders received despatched same day on stock items

26 74C85
26 74C86

00
611

20 74090

91

24 74C107
28 74C151
26 74C157
21 74C160
26 740161
92 74C162

30
62

30 740163
58 74C164
40 74C173
58 74C174

LOW PROFILE
SKT

35
18
18
18
18
04

IS

f5

pm

22 pin

pin
14 pin
16 pin

CIS 24 pin
11-15 28 pin

0.16 40 pin

0 27
0 30
0 35
II 45

655

TRIACS plastic pack 400V

6 Amp
8 Amp
12 Amp

070
075

0 85

16 Amp
20 Amp
25 Amp

110
170
2 00

THYRISTORS Plastic C108 118
4A 100V 0 15 8A 100V 0 43 12A 100V 57
4A 200V 11 10 8A 200V 0 49 12A 200V 65
4A 400V 0 19 8A 400V 0 62 12A 400V 81

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

500mA T0202 Positive 5, 12, 15, 24v 1 10
500mA TO2132 Negative 5,12,15.2401 55
1 Amp TO220 Positive 5, 12,15, 24v 1 SS
1 Amp 10220 Negative 5, 12, 15, 24v 2N

PLUGS- SOCKETS- COUPLERS
PL. SK. Line

DIN 2 pin I..udspeaker top 7p 10p
3. 4. 5, 6, 7 pin
15p I2p 15p
COAX Standard T.V. 10p 10p 30p
PHONO. Red. 131., Wh.,
Gr. Yel
10p
7p 10p

JACK 9" mono plastic lop 20p 20p

' mono screened
" stereo plastic
' stereo sc eened
3 5m standard
2 55m standard

25p - 30p
25p 259 259
35p - 45p
10p 12p 10p

10p 10P -

MAINS USA 2 pin flat ISp 15P 15P

1"i

100W RMS

S-EREO DISCO
A genulix 100W RMS ler channel
(Both chan leis driven) stereo dSco
with auto lade on m crophore, VU meters,

fill moritorirc and cueing facilities and a
very high qislity light show. Complete
construct or booklet MES41 price 25p.
Cabinet cones complete with lid and
carrying hand es.

T.V. GAME
A fascinating TV game tit that plays
football, tennis, squash and practice
for only £2159. Re 3rint of
construction detai s 35p.
Add-on rifle kit
only L1060.
ELECTRONIC ORGAN

Tie only organ you can build in
stages and tailor to your
requ rements as you go along-and at
each stage you'll have a fully working
instrument! We haven't got the gimmicks
yet-(they're coming soon) but we have got
the most beautiful sounds-you won't find
them on any organ less than twice our

WIDE RANGE
OF COILS & CHOKES
Component section in our
catalogLe includes a wide range
of coils, pct :ores, ready -wound coils
and chokes from microHenries to
Henries, plus ranges of Dencn
coils and i.f. transformers etc.

price. So get our MES50 series leaflets
nowl 35p buys the three available S3 far.

""....

to CHANNEL
STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALISER
A new design with no diff cult coils
to wind, bar. a specification that puts
it in the top -1 ght
close. All ti -is for

less than £7) including full. lunched and
printed meta work and woocwork. Send
for our component schecule now.
Full construction details trice 4Cp:

1111111AM

Who says the Mapfil
Catalogue's worth haring?
'In our 'musts' for readers -to -collect list"-P.E.
"contains ... just about everythimg the DIY
electronics enthusiast requires '-P.W.
"probably the most comprehensive :alalogue we have
ever come across"-E.E
"has been carefully prepared and a very wall
presented..-R.E.C.
"make thelob of ordering components an easy, accurate
and enjoyable pastime"-P.W.
"Only one word describes the publication-superbl"

Our bi-monthly
newsletter Feeps
you up to date with
latest guaranteed prices-

our latest special offersdetails of new projects and
new lines. Send 30p for the
next six issues (5p
discount voicher
w th each copy).

E.T.I.

OVER 60,000 COPIES SOLD DOte'- MISS OUT'
SEND 60p NOW

MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SU.PL1ES
P.O. So 3. RAYLEIGH, ESSEX SS6 SLR
Telephone: Southend (11712: 715155

Shop: 214 London Road,
Westclift-on-Sea, Eason.
(Closed on Monday)

Telephone: Southold
(0702) 715157

111

--

POS- THIS COUPON NOW
FOR YOUR COPY OF OUR
CATALOGUE PRICE 40p
Please rush me a copy of your 216 page
catalogue. I enclose 60p, but understand
that if I am not completely satisfied I may
return the ca-alogue to you within 14 days and
have my 60p refunded immediately.
NAME

ADDRESS

EEI I

IOW nis NS 00

